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Celebrate our 2021 award winners
Teach your dog to love its harness
Get involved in tracking
Improve your dog’s strength and flexibility
Follow the adventures of our Flyball team
Check your dog’s microchip registration
© ACT Companion Dog Club Inc 2022

AUTUMN TERM BREAK

Term 1 classes end on Sunday 3rd April

Classes resume after the school holidays on :
Wednesday 27th April
Thursday 28th April
Sunday 1st May

Irish Red and White Setter ‘Derry’ during Canberra’s autumn (Photo: Peter Hollman ©)

"Kindness and positivity will create a
lifelong bond between you and your dog “
Dogs Trust
https://www.dogstrust.org.uk/
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About Our Club
The ACT Companion Dog Club (CDC),
established in 1958 as the first dog training
Club in the ACT, has an average household
membership of around 800 each year. It is a
non-profit organisation relying mostly on
volunteers to run activities with some
occasional grant assistance. About 70
instructors volunteer their time to conduct
Behaviour Training and dog sport classes in
Agility, Dances With Dogs, Flyball, Obedience
Trialling, Rally, Tracking and Tricks from
February to November each year. The Club also
has a Dogs-As-Therapy group that visits
nursing homes and occasionally schools with
their dogs for the enjoyment of the residents
and support for students.
While much of the work in maintaining and
running the Club is undertaken on a volunteer
basis we do have some paid help. We have a
paid office manager and a junior shop assistant
and the mowing of the grounds is undertaken
by a contractor. The Club caters for disabled
access with paved paths, designated parking
spaces and toilet facilities.

The aims and objectives of the Club are to:
• promote responsible dog ownership and the
general welfare of dogs;
• teach members to train their dogs, of
whatever breed, in dog obedience and other
related canine skills, using motivational
training methods;
• promote participation and training in a range
of dog sports;
• promote and participate in dog training and
other activities associated with dog training;
• support the rights of dog owners, provided
that such ownership is conducted in a
responsible manner;
• actively promote community interaction with
dogs;
• provide facilities necessary or convenient for
its activities;
• promote positive relationships between
owners and dogs; and
• enhance the development of social skills of
dogs.

COMMITTEES 2021-22
President
Senior Vice-President
Junior Vice-President
Treasurer
Secretary

Anne Robertson – Work Health & Safety, Magazine, Annual Awards
Lesley Pothan – Behaviour Training Convenor
Heather McPherson – Grounds, Security, ActSmart Recycling
Sharon Haines – Insurance, Grants
Penny Pardoe-Matthews – Public Officer

Main Committee
Members

Barbara Gough – Events & Promotion
Wendy Hathaway – Obedience Trialling & Rally Liaison
Vanessa March – Social Media, Website, Flyball Convenor
Katrina Morton – Shop, Housekeeping, Maintenance
Neale Prescott – Dogs-as-Therapy Co-ordination
Maxine Robinson – Tracking & Scent Work Liaison
Linda Spinaze – Agility Convenor
Juliet Ward – Dances with Dogs & Trick Dog Convenor

Behaviour Training

Convenor Lesley Pothan, Members Anne Robertson Kerry Deans , Sophie
Dunstone, Kath Hallam, Hilarie Kemp, Jess McNamara–Rice, Penny PardoeMatthews, Jackie Trotter, Julie Whitmore

Obedience Trialling &
Rally

Convenor Laraine Frawley Members Judith Barlow, Wendy Hathaway,
Jeanette Johnson, Catherine Perry, Lara Sedgmen, Anne Walkington,
Geoff Woodman, Patricia Woodman

Flyball Training &
Competition

Convenor Vanessa March Members Mick Fordyce, Angharad Lodwick,
Cathy Vaughan

Agility Training &
Trialling

Convenor Linda Spinaze Members Emma Easton, Cheyne Fischer, Karen Hobson,
Dana Simonsen, Wendy Stewart, Kylie White, Steph Windsor

Dances with Dogs &
Trick Dogs

Convenor Juliet Ward Members Jill Bradfield, Barbara Gough, Tara McLaughlin,
Holly Rieger, Raelene Stewart, Cherie Wilkinson

Tracking

Convenor Jake Blight Members Joanne Hagan,
Sandra Hassett

Instructors’ Library

Karen Haines

PAWS Shop

Amelia Wettern

Secom Security

1300 138 769 or 1300 360 535
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From the Dog Kennel
Editor and President — Anne Robertson
Welcome to the first issue of The Good
Companion for 2022. Normally the magazine
comes out four times a year to keep all
members informed about the Club’s activities
but COVID has affected its frequency over the
past two years. Here’s hoping that we make
the four issues this year without disruption to
Club activities.
This issue celebrates the achievements of our
Club members over the past two years—with
the resumption of our Annual Awards in
December after their suspension in 2020. Our
Annual Awards—presented in conjunction with
our Christmas Party—recognised training
successes from 1 November 2019 to 31
October 2021. New to the Club? We have
more than 20 perpetual awards associated
with the Club’s activities. Details of our 2021
award recipients on pages 9-22 include the
criteria for each award so why not make a
goal to strive for one of the awards? Not sure
what is involved with some of the awards?
Contact the Club Office and we can put you
in touch with fellow Club members involved in
the activities you are interested in.
So much has happened at the Club in recent
months. We’ve benefited from three grants—
one for $9000 from the ACT Government that
enabled us to purchase a new shipping
container and two from the Federal
Government: one for $11000 to assist with the
upgrading of the Club’s floodlighting
infrastructure (see page 32) and $5000 to
support our volunteer instructors’ professional
development and delivery of classes. We’ve
also benefited from a bequest from a past
member of the Club. Further information
appears in the Committee Notes on page 52.
Committee members have also been busy
keeping the Club’s buildings and grounds in
good order. The Club has been at its present
location at Symonston for almost 40 years so it
is not surprising that some of the facilities need
a ‘refresh’. We foreshadowed this at the Club’s
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Annual General Meeting in
August last year and it is
pleasing that the lighting and
repainting works that we
foreshadowed then are almost
complete. We are still seeking
quotes to bolster the concrete
water tank and replace fencing—both ‘big
ticket’ items on the ‘to do’ list. There are also
always lots of less expensive but labourintensive jobs to do around the Club to keep
the amenities looking ship-shape and you
don’t need to be on the Committee to help
out! Contact the Club Office if you are
interested in lending a hand.
My thanks to Life Member Dr Sandra Hassett
and Club instructor (and Karen Pryor Academy
alumni) Jess Strain for providing article for this
issue of the magazine. Sandra provides advice
on some physical activities that you can teach
your dog to minimise the risk of injury and Jess
gives step-by-step instructions on how to help
your dog enjoy wearing its harness. The same
protocols apply if you dog is worried about
wearing a collar or coat. It’s all about
developing positive associations.
This issue also contains our regular features on
the Club’s dog sports including recent trials
and competitions. While a full report was too
late to make this edition of the magazine the
Club’s X-Factor Flyball team won the 2nd
Division at the recent Flyball Nationals. Look out
for some fabulous photos in the next issue of
The Good Companion.
Thinking of branching out into more Club
activities with your dog? Check out the activity
pages on the website for information about
eligibility. Scroll down each webpage for all the
information you need.
If you are reading the magazine in print, you
can also download it in glorious colour on the
website. Use Adobe Acrobat PDF viewer for
best results.
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Is Your Membership Due ?
We will send you a renewal notice via email *
Renewals are now undertaken online using our new
membership management system.
Instructions are provided in the email.
You have one month to pay your renewal to remain
financial.
* NOTE: Members whose training was directly affected by the suspension of
classes in Term 3 (2021) due to the COVID-19 lockdown will automatically be offered one
term’s extension to their memberships. In order to renew, members are expected to
participate regularly in the Club’s training classes throughout the year as the Club does
not offer ‘grounds use only’ memberships. We do offer a wide variety of training activities
that will enrich your relationship with your dog , provide it with mental and physical
stimulation and enable it to become the best companion it can be. And there is
something for every dog and handler—young and old (see page 60).

Contact Us

Fees (from 24 August 2021)
Joining Fee (household)

$90.00

Phone

02 6295 7764

Annual Subscription (household) for
one dog

$300.00

Post

PO Box 4048, Kingston ACT 2604

One additional dog
Two additional dogs
Three additional dogs

$50.00
$100.00
$150.00

Web

www.actcdc.org.au

Office

240 Narrabundah Lane,
Symonston ACT 2609

Members may participate in any number of
activities under this flat-fee structure but are
required to complete an ‘Additional Dog and
Activity Form’, must meet the eligibility
requirements for the activity and must be
accepted into the activity before commencing
training. Wait-lists may apply. See ’What we offer
> Activities’ on the website for further
information about each activity.
Instructors’ Fee

$30.00

Casual Visitors Fee
•
Conditions apply
•
Contact the Club Office

$5.00 $52.00

• Tuesday-Friday 12 noon-2:00pm
• Thursday
6:00pm-9:15pm
• Sunday
9:00am-12:15pm

Office Manager: Marika Mueller
CLOSED MONDAY
Compliments, suggestions or ideas?
Contact the Club:
Email contact@actcdc.org.au

Facilities Hire is available to third parties for dogrelated training and trialling activities.
•
Conditions apply
•
Contact the Club Office
Grounds use only membership is NOT offered
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What’s Coming Up At Our Club ?
When does Term 2 start?

How should I prepare for classes in winter ?

Behaviour Training classes will resume after the
school holidays on Wednesday 27th April,
Thursday 28th April and Sunday 1 May. Full
details are available on the website (see ‘What
we offer > Calendar’) and on page 65.

It can be VERY, VERY cold on the Club grounds
during the winter months, especially if you train
on Thursday nights (or other evenings for
Agility). It is a good idea to wear a beanie,
scarf, several layers of clothes—including a
windproof jacket—and shoes with very thick
soles. You might even wish to invest in a battery
-operated heated jacket.

How do I know what time my class is on?

Class times for all Club activities can vary from
term to term depending on the season and
instructor availability. Check the class
timetables on the website at ‘What we offer >
Class timetables’ a few days before classes
resume so that you can arrive on time.
What dog sports events are coming up at the
Club ?
The Club’s inaugural Trick Dog Test (on the
grounds) and DWD Competition (off-site) will
be held on 2-3 April. The annual Easter Agility
Trial will be held on Easter Saturday and Easter
Sunday (16-17 April) and unless the COVID
situation deteriorates you are welcome to
come and watch all the excitement of this
event but please leave your dog at home. The
Club’s annual Flyball racemeet will be held on
Saturday 21 May and the action will be fast
and furious. Again, do come along and watch
but leave your dog at home. We’ll then be
gearing up for the first of the Club’s two
Tracking trials—with the first scheduled for late
June. Details of these and other events can be
found on the Calendar on the website (see
‘What we offer > Calendar’) and on page 65.
Keep an eye on Facebook for any ground
restrictions in relation to these events.
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Please be aware that if you use hand warmers
(air activated single use heat packs) they can
pose a risk to dogs if ingested. So, if you own a
dog that investigates your coat pockets for leftover food it is best to avoid using hand
warmers.
Dogs feel the cold too—especially if they are
small, fine-haired, elderly or underweight—so
you may also like to put a coat on your dog. If
your dog is not used to wearing a coat,
introduce it over a number of practice sessions
at home—pair putting on the coat with
something the dog really loves to eat (eg roast
chicken, grilled sausage).
The Club has adopted guidance for Club
officials to determine whether Behaviour
Training classes should be cancelled due to
adverse weather or other environmental
conditions. It has some great advice for
members as well. You can read it on the Club’s
website (see https://actcdc.org.au/wpcontent/uploads/2020/12/
cdc_adverse_weather_guidelines__version_1.0
_february_2020_.pdf). If you are participating in
Behaviour Training classes, please check the
Club’s public Facebook page for advice on
class cancellations.
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What’s coming up … continued
The Club’s dog sports have their own policies on class cancellations so please check with your
sports instructor about your sport’s class arrangements due to weather and other conditions.
Want to keep in touch with the latest activities at the Club ?
Information is available from:
•
Our website - www.actcdc.org.au
•
Notice boards (inside and outside the Clubhouse)
•
Your Instructors
•
The Session Manager on the grounds on Wednesdays, Thursdays and Sundays during
Behaviour Training classes
•
The Calendar on page 65
•
Our public Facebook page. You can see it without being a registered FB user—see the link
on our website

Thanks to our volunteer instructors
The Committee and Club members THANK the following volunteer instructors for giving their time
in Term One (February-March 2022):
Behaviour Training: Di Adams, Susan Barnard, Stuart Barrow, Oliver Caddick, Kerry Deans, Sophie
Dunstone, Jacqui Gawne, Barbara Gough, Sharon Haines, Renee Hamilton, Linda Harper, Peter
Hendriks, Jill Howlett, Hilarie Kemp, Hari Lodwick, Heather McPherson, Belinda Mitchell, Penny
Pardoe-Matthews, Kathleen Plowman, Lesley Pothan, Louise Raisin, Jane Richardson, Anne
Robertson, Linda Spinaze, Fiona Straffon, Jess Strain, Jackie Trotter, Jane Vickers, Juliet Ward, Julie
Whitmore, Chris Woodgate
Reserves: Gill Atkin, Kath Hallam, Claire Weekes
Agility (Session 1): Judith Barlow, Wendy Hathaway, Denise Iglesias, Maureen Lewis, Simone
Pensko, Leslie Roberts, Anne Robertson, Natasha Sands, Wendy Stewart
Obedience Trialling and Rally: Vikki Evans, Laraine Frawley, Charlie
Giles, Cath Perry, Geoff Woodman, Trish Woodman
Reserves: Judith Barlow, Naarilla Hirsch
Flyball: Vanessa March, Cathy Vaughan

THANK YOU

Dances With Dogs and Trick Dog: Jill Bradfield, Hilarie Kemp, Juliet Ward

— CDC’s volunteer instructors —
Serving the Club’s community for 64 years!
The Good Companion | March 2022| Vol 34 | No 1
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2021 Xmas Party & Awards
The Club held its Christmas Party and Annual Awards event on 12 December 2021. Much had
happened since we last met in December 2020 and we gave thanks that the easing of COVID
restrictions – and the fine weather – allowed members and friends to gather once again for our
customary end-of-year event. The evening included the presentation of perpetual trophies,
keepsakes for members who earnt official titles with their dogs, and certificates of appreciation for
members and friends who made a special contribution to the Club during the year. The
perpetual awards took both 2020 and 2021 achievements into account as we were unable to
present the awards in 2020 due to the impact of COVID on training and trialling activities that
year. Congratulations to all members for their efforts and contributions over the past two disrupted
years. Details of recipients are provided on the following pages.
Photos by Jane Richardson and Vitaliy Yermachkov.

During the Christmas Party we acknowledged a very special milestone for one of our longstanding Life Members – June Rowe – after whom the Clubhouse is named. June celebrated her
91st birthday in November last year – and we commemorated this milestone by making June
‘Miss February’ in our 2022 Club calendar.
The calendar takes a retrospective look at the Club’s history from 1958 to the present day and
June – who joined the Club in 1968 — was the obvious candidate to feature in the February
spread. The Club would not be what it is without June’s extraordinary influence and commitment
over more than 45 years.
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Annual awards … continued
~ DOG OF THE YEAR AWARDS ~
COMPANION DOG OF THE YEAR
This is the Club’s oldest and most prestigious
award. This award recognises outstanding
achievement by a handler and dog team in
any discipline(s) supported by the Club.
Outstanding achievement includes, but is not
limited to, gaining high order titles within or
across disciplines (eg Champion or Grand
Champion equivalent). Apart from
achievement, the handler must have made a
contribution to the life of the Club throughout
the award year.
Greg Collins & Ag Ch Illoura Jet (‘Jet’) ADM
JDM GD

In gaining their Agility Champion title, Greg and
Jet earnt 29 x 1st places, 11 x 2nd places, 4 x
3rd places and 3 x lesser places – with 75% of
their places achieving the maximum points
possible. They not only competed in the ACT
but travelled far and wide across New South
Wales to gain the necessary points and it is
clear from their title application that they would
have achieved their Championship in 2020 if
not for the cancellation of so many trials due to
COVID.

Greg has been an Agility instructor at the Club
since 2002 and has regularly taken classes over
that time, including special classes in handling
skills. Greg also assists the Club with its Actsmart
recycling initiatives by ensuring that the
batteries used at Agility trials are efficiently
used and then responsibly recycled.
Congratulations to Greg and Jet for their
perseverance in a highly competitive field.
OBEDIENCE DOG OF THE YEAR

This is the Club’s most prestigious award for
Obedience Trialling. The award is presented to
the dog that has excelled in Obedience Trials
during the year, preferably at or above Open
level. In order to be considered for this award
the handler must have made a contribution to
the life of the Club throughout the award year.
Karen Hobson & O Ch Lifesong Out Of The
Abyss (‘Abby’) UD TK.S TD JD

Greg Collins and his eight year old Border Collie
Jet achieved their Agility Champion title at the
June long weekend trials in 2021. Jet competes
in the highly competitive 500 height class. Jet
was awarded the Club’s Agility Dog of the Year
award in 2015 and he and Greg began
campaigning for their Australian Agility
Champion title in 2016.
The title requires dogs to attain 1000 points in
qualifying runs in Masters or the Elite class after
the completion of their Masters titles in Agility
and Jumping and at least 500 points must be
accrued in both Jumping and Agility. 1st place
qualifying scores earn 25 points, 2nd place 20
points, 3rd place 15 points and lesser places 10
points – so, much campaigning is required to
accrue the required passes.
The Good Companion | March 2022| Vol 34 | No 1
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Annual awards … continued
Karen’s Border Collie Abby was exceptional in
gaining her CDX, UD and Australian
Obedience Champion titles over the past two
years. This period has been fragmented with
lockdowns and multiple trial cancellations so
the training to keep the skills necessary to gain
these titles has required significant commitment
for which Karen has been amply rewarded.
Abby received 584/600 over three passes for
her CDX title, 572/600 over three passes for her
UD title and 970/1000 for the five passes
required for her Australian Obedience
Champion title.
Karen contributes to the Club as a member of
the Agility Sub-Committee.
AGILITY DOG OF THE YEAR
This is the Club’s most prestigious award for
Agility. The award is presented to the dog that
has excelled in Agility Trials in the ACT during
the award year. To help assess excellence,
points are awarded for trial performances in all
forms of Agility except Strategic Pairs. In order
to be considered for this award the handler
must have made a contribution to the life of
the Club throughout the award year.
Judith Barlow & Ch Riverreed Shez Tailermaid
(‘Tae’) CD RM TK.S QND ORA ADX ADO JDM
GDX SDX SPDM JC

Across Masters and Open level competition
Judith Barlow’s Tae was awarded 4 x 1st
places, 3 x 2nd places and 5 x 3rd places for a
total point score of 71 - five points ahead of
their nearest rival.
Judith and seven year old Tae compete in a
multitude of sports - Trick Dog, Retrieving,
Obedience, Rally, Lure Coursing and, of
course, Agility. During 2020 and 2021 they earnt
seven titles, four of which were for Agility - JDM,
SDX, SPDM and ADO. Judith and Tae have a
wonderful working relationship in the ring,
building on Judith’s extensive training
experience with two previous Brittanys and
other breeds.
Judith was made a Life Member of the Club in
2013 for her many years of active service, and
currently instructs in Agility and serves on the
Obedience Trialling and Rally Sub-Committee.
She is also a member of the Dogs ACT Council
and provides a voice for dog sports as part of
the management of that organisation.

FLYBALL DOG OF THE YEAR
This is the Club’s most prestigious award for
Flyball. The award is presented to the dog that
has excelled in Flyball competition as a
member of the X-Factor Flyball team during the
award year. In order to be considered for this
award the handler must have made a
contribution to the life of the Club throughout
the award year.
Cathy Vaughan & Arajoel Xtra Specl Austin
(‘Austin’) FMX
Since joining the Club’s X-Factor flyball team in
2018 following in his father Logan's footsteps,
Border Collie Austin has become renowned for
his speed and reliability as ‘fourth’ dog. Despite
competitions being significantly interrupted by
lockdowns, Austin has achieved the title of
Flyball Master Excellent (FMX).
In 2021, Austin raced in the Club’s Mayhem
racemeet in May and demonstrated how he
has matured as a Flyball dog by overcoming
his noise sensitivity in the ACT State Titles Winter Classic in June 2021. He has also started
helping trainee dogs by setting a good
example of clean runs and practicing changes
with emerging team members.
Cathy is a long-term volunteer at the Club who
celebrated 20 years of instructing in 2020.
Cathy took over as Flyball instructor in 2018 and
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Annual awards … continued
until recently has been the only active Flyball
instructor at the Club - a big commitment as
she lives an hour’s drive from Canberra! Cathy
was integral in hosting the Club's Mayhem
racemeet in 2021 and continues to encourage
dogs and handlers with her patience and
signature sense of humour.

Above: Cathy (with Toffee) and Santa (with Austin)
at the Christmas Party

~ HANDLER AWARDS ~
JUNIOR HANDLER OF THE YEAR AWARD
This award is presented to a junior handler
(under 16) who has regularly attended classes
in any discipline and has made significant
progress in training their dog during the award
year.

Thirteen year old Scarlet and her dog, Pepe, a
17 month old Cavalier King Charles Spaniel x
Poodle joined the Club in October 2020 and
started in the Behaviour Training program’s
Puppy Foundation class in Term 4, 2020.
At the end of 2021 Scarlett was in the Level 4
(Companion) class having been promoted to a
higher level each term. Scarlet is accompanied
to class with her father, David, who leaves all
the training to Scarlet. Scarlet’s attendance
record has been exemplary. Scarlet listens
attentively in class, follows instructions, and asks
appropriate questions belying her age. She has
developed a beautiful relationship with Pepe
who is very focussed on Scarlet and responds
very well to her cues. With any new exercise,
trick or game introduced in class, by the
following week Scarlet and Pepe have
mastered it making it quite clear that they
practice regularly at home. And most
importantly Scarlet enjoys the training with
Pepe. They are a team who appear to have
had - and continue to have - a lot of fun on
their training journey.
JUNIOR HANDLER OF THE YEAR
ENCOURAGEMENT AWARD
At the 2021 awards the Club also presented an
encouragement award to another of the
Club’s youngest members.
Aisha Mazouz with Ginger

Scarlet Paull with Pepe

Above: Scarlet with her father David and Pepe
The Good Companion | March 2022| Vol 34 | No 1

Twelve year old Aisha handles her 22 month old
Australian Cattle Dog x Kelpie Ginger in Agility.
Aisha and Ginger started Agility in Term 2 of
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Annual awards … continued
2021 after previously assisting their mother
Robyn in the Behaviour Training program. Aisha
and Ginger are a wonderful pair to watch at
this early stage of their training together frequently conquering a new skill during the
class that it is introduced rather than over
several classes which is often the norm for other
handlers. Aisha rarely misses a class and readily
accepts and applies feedback. She is always
positive and upbeat and has an enviable
connection with her dog. She is a joy to
instruct.
MOST IMPROVED DOG TROPHY
This award is presented to the dog that has
shown significant improvement in training in
any discipline during the award year through
the dedication and commitment of its handler.
The interaction and relationship between the
dog and handler is an important consideration.

much more reliable and can often manage to
weave perfectly in a trial.
In 2021 Nici and Benson also trained and
participated in the new sport of Trick Dog. This
requires a different set of skills. Rather than
energy and direction the dog must be focused
and calm.
Nici and Benson are also a valued member of
the Drill Team. In this situation Benson must work
in close proximity with other dogs in new
situations, not an easy task for a sensitive dog.
Nici has recognised Benson’s mixed qualities
and has built a close relationship with him
through the development of her handling skills
across three different Club activities.
Lesley Pothan & Morse

In 2021 this award was shared between two
handlers: Nici Swan with Benson and Lesley
Pothan with Morse.
Nici Swan & Benson AD JDX GD
Nici and her Miniature Schnauzer Benson have
been training in Agility for several years.
Benson is bright, intelligent and energetic but
he is sometimes very easily distracted. And
learning weaving has been a problem – great
at home, but finds it difficult in the competition
ring. However, Nici has consistently applied
some new training methods and Benson is now

Lesley Pothan and her young Nova Scotia
Duck Tolling Retriever Morse started Trick Dog
classes at the beginning of 2021. Initially Morse
was very challenging. He showed a lot of
reactivity, anxiety and barking during class and
could only manage very small amounts of
engagement before being overwhelmed by
the environment. Morse seemed like a very
clever dog, however channelling that into
The Good Companion | March 2022| Vol 34 | No 1
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Annual awards … continued
positive outcomes was difficult. Lesley was
challenged as she also needed to manage his
behaviour in a noisy indoor class environment in
the Pavilion at Queanbeyan. There was
frustration on both sides.
During the year Lesley added some more tools
to her training toolbox after attending a Peta
Clarke workshop and she was able to work
constructively with the challenges Morse
presenting in class. Trick Dog classes have given
Lesley the ability to train Morse in a fun and
positive way, with support from the class to
manage his needs for positive outcomes.
Almost immediately there was marked
improvement in Morse’s behaviour, which
continued week on week in class. This also
helped to restore Lesley’s confidence and
enabled their relationship to strengthen. Not
only have they improved but Morse is enjoying
and quickly mastering the tricks (including
some quite complex tricks) at more advanced
levels and is maintaining precision and drive.
Lesley has also been able to use the
relationship she has developed with Morse in
Trick Dog classes as a foundation for embarking
on Agility classes.
HANDLER OF THE YEAR AWARD
This award is presented to a member who has
shown outstanding handling skills in training,
competition and/or trials in any discipline
supported by the Club during the award year
and who has brought credit to the Club
through their commitment, dedication and
conduct.
Vanessa March with Pippa, Erin and Charlie

Over the past two years Vanessa and her three
Border Collies have participated and
competed in four disciplines – Agility, Trick Dog,
Flyball and Rally – and achieved 13 titles across
those disciplines. Vanessa consistently
demonstrates patience and understanding
towards her dogs, and is creative in solving any
problems that arise in her training. Each of her
dogs has different needs and responds
differently to training and Vanessa has shown
skill and commitment in responding to their
individual needs. Vanessa is also unfailingly
patient and understanding in her interactions
with other Club members – both informally and
in her role as a Club instructor.
Vanessa is Convenor of the Club’s Flyball SubCommittee, serves on the Main Committee,
maintains the Club’s public social media
presence and has qualified as an Agility and
Flyball instructor in 2020-21. We look forward to
her involvement with the Club for many years
to come.

~ DOG SPORT AWARDS ~
TRACKING ACHIEVEMENT AND TRACKING
ENCOURAGEMENT AWARDS
These awards were not presented due to the
impact of COVID on tracking activities and
trials in the Tracking season in 2020 and 2021.
TRICK DOG ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
This award is presented to the handler and dog
team that has excelled in Trick Dog tests and
where the handler has made a contribution to
Trick Dog training and the life of the Club
throughout the award year.
This award was presented for
the first time in 2021.
Raelene Stewart & Teddy TK.S
Raelene and French Bulldog
Ted are great lovers of the Trick
Dog discipline as it is a fun tool
for working with dogs with
behaviour issues. It has helped
Ted to build his confidence
and manage his challenging
resource-guarding behaviours.
Adopted as an adult with no
training, Ted has thrived with
training and proves that you
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Annual awards … continued

Above: Cherie, partner Hannah Feldman and their
dog Umi

high energy activities in other dog sports.
can teach an old dog new tricks, with his first
competitions at six years of age. Ted achieved
his Trick Dog Starters title in 2020 and has gone
on to attain four of the five qualifications for the
Trick Dog Novice title in 2021 with two of these
being a 1st and 2nd place.
Raelene has held the DWD and Trick Dog SubCommittee Convenor role for the past three
years, has regularly instructed both DWD and
Trick Dog classes and remains a member of the
Sub-Committee after stepping down as
Convenor in mid-2021.
TRICK DOG ENCOURAGEMENT AWARD
This award is presented to the handler and dog
team that has shown dedication and
commitment to Trick Dog training and has
made commendable progress in class during
the award year. This award was presented for
the first time in 2021.
Cherie Wilkinson & Umi

It turns out Umi absolutely loves Tricks.
From the fearful and somewhat reactive dog
that joined, and for a team that had little
knowledge about training, Cherie and Umi
have blossomed in both confidence and
ability. They have both found learning
interesting and fun and are now accomplished
in many tricks to a high level. Umi has shown
great drive to problem solve and is so happy
when she gets that ‘yes’ that she has figured it
out. Cherie has regularly attended classes and
it is obvious that she is committed to training
Umi between classes, with Umi achieving great
progress with her tricks from week to week.

TONY TURNER AWARD FOR DWD HEELWORK TO
MUSIC
This award is presented to the handler and dog
team that has achieved high aggregate scores
for any Heelwork to Music (HTM) titles and
where the handler has made a contribution to
the life of the Club throughout the award year.
Natasha Sands & Nebula TK.S HTM.S

Cherie and Australian Cattle Dog x Australian
Kelpie Umi joined the Trick Dog program at the
beginning of 2021. Cherie had adopted Umi
from the RSPCA – a fearful dog with next to no
socialization, and zero impulse control. Umi’s
behaviour was challenging – she was extremely
bitey, nervous and reactive to strangers.
Cherie and Umi initially took up Trick Dog
classes as a placeholder until Umi was reliable
enough off-lead around other dogs to do more
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Natasha and her young Cocker Spaniel Nebula
received their Heelwork To Music Starters title in
2020 with scores of 131,157 and 135 – the only
team to gain a DWD title during the past two
disrupted years for competition.
Natasha’s talents have previously been
recognised with the Big Mac DWD
Encouragement Award and Junior Handler of
the Year award in 2018 and it is clear that she is
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Annual awards … continued
living up to the promise showed at that stage
when she was just sixteen years old.
Natasha also participates in several other dog
sports with Nebula and her other dog Pepsi and
she qualified as an Agility instructor in 2021.
Right: Natasha and Nebula on the dance floor
(Photo: Moist Nose Pet Photography)

PAVILION TROPHY FOR DWD FREESTYLE
This award is presented to the handler and dog
team that has achieved high aggregate scores
for any Freestyle titles and where the handler has
made a contribution to life of the Club throughout
the award year.
Jill Bradfield & Possum FS.S

Jill and Australian Kelpie Possum have
received their Freestyle Starters title with a
second and third place score among their
three passes.
Jill and Possum have improved significantly
in class over the past two years with many
complex advanced moves accomplished.
Jill has provided a significant contribution to
Dances With Dogs at the Club –
participating on the Sub-Committee,
instructing, assisting behind the scenes at
trials and ensuring the day-to-day running of
the Queanbeyan training facility.

BIG MAC DWD ENCOURAGEMENT AWARD
This award is presented to the handler and
dog team that has shown dedication and
commitment to DWD training and has made
commendable progress in class during the
award year.
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Annual awards … continued
Holly Rieger & Zephyr ET JC HTM.S

MORRIS ENCOURAGEMENT AWARD

Holly and her nine year old Saluki ‘Zephyr’ have
been members of the DWD program for quite
some time and received the Tony Turner DWD
Award for their Heelwork to Music Starters title in
2018.

This award is presented to the handler and dog
team that has shown dedication and
commitment to Flyball training and has made
commendable progress during the award year.
Vanessa March & Charlie RN FD FDX FDCH

Zephyr is a very handsome and elegant Saluki
and Holly has shown commitment in working
with training this challenging sighthound breed.
Since his initial trialling successes, Zephyr has
found a number of the advanced activities
required for higher level competition quite
difficult, such as getting mobile on the platform,
complex moves around the handler and
retrieving/carrying an article. Keeping his
attention and motivation has also been difficult
and requires careful management by Holly.
Over the past twelve months, there has been a
significant improvement in Zephyr’s drive and
his ability to execute more complex moves and
tricks. Holly’s perseverance at striving to attain
the skills and consistency to compete at a
higher level through working to find the best
ways to engage and motivate Zephyr have
really paid off. We look forward to seeing him in
the DWD Freestyle ring in the future.

Laid-back Border Collie Charlie (known
affectionately as "Bug") did not show early signs
of enthusiasm as a Flyball dog. With a diagnosis
of epilepsy and many pets of his own to look
after (guinea pigs, rabbits and ducks!) he had
plenty of other things to worry about and
always seemed to be a very low-key dog who
took it easy. That is, of course, until Vanessa
discovered his affinity for tennis balls! Running
for nothing but the love of it, Charlie made his
debut at the Belconnen Dog Obedience Club
Flyball racemeet in February 2021 and ran as
though he was born to it in the ‘Flyball Friends’
Open team, showcasing his speed and earning
not one but two titles. He has successfully
competed in several competitions since
including the Club’s MAYhem racemeet and
the ACT State Titles - Winter Classic. While a little
bit particular about who handles him, Charlie is
proving to be a reliable start dog with
exceptional focus who is patiently teaching
green handlers how to race dogs with his
newfound prowess. We look forward to him
continuing as a core squad dog in the Club’s XFactor team.
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Annual awards … continued
RALLY ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
This award is presented to the handler and dog
team that has excelled in Rally trials during the year
and where the handler has made a contribution to
the life of the Club throughout the award year.
Anne Walkington & Dual Ch (RO) Holly CDX ORA
Anne and Labrador Retriever Holly gained their
Australian Rally Champion title with a score of 963
out of a possible 1000 - a clear 13 points ahead of
the next contender. Anne is a member of the Club’s
Obedience Trialling and Rally Sub- committee,
caters for trialling events and helps with equipment
set up and informally encouraging other handlers in
class.
RALLY ENCOURAGEMENT AWARD
This award is presented to the handler and dog
team that has shown dedication and commitment
to Rally training and has made commendable
progress during the award year.

Natasha Davies & Dixon CCD RA JD
Griffon Bruxellois Dixon has the small dog challenges
that the larger dogs don’t have but Natasha has
patiently worked her way through these challenges
encouraging Dixon to be a confident little worker.
Natasha comes regularly to classes and asks and
listens to advice to get the best out of her dog. This
year she was rewarded with her Rally Advanced title with Dixon.
OBEDIENCE POINT SCORE AWARDS:
These awards are based on scores gained in obedience trials sanctioned by the Australian
National Kennel Council. Members must apply for these awards using the Club’s Notification of
Title form.
JO BALLARD AWARD FOR COMMUNITY COMPANION DOG (CCD)
This award is presented to the handler and dog that
has achieved the highest aggregate score qualifying
for their Community Companion Dog (CCD)
obedience title. Maximum possible total 300 points.
Airlie White & Border Collie Wicca with 291/300
NOVICE (CD) POINT SCORE TROPHY
This award is presented to the handler and dog that
has achieved the highest aggregate score qualifying
for their Companion Dog (CD) title. Maximum possible
total 600 points.
Laraine Frawley & Golden Retriever Dougal with
589/600 (shown at right)
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Annual awards … continued
OPEN (CDX) POINT SCORE TROPHY
This award is presented to the handler and dog
that has achieved the highest aggregate score
qualifying for their Open (CDX) title. Maximum
possible total 600 points.
Karen Hobson & Border Collie Abby with
584/600
See photo on page 10.

GUMBOOT TROPHY FOR OPEN OBEDIENCE

and physical stimulation to keep her happy.
Although her focus on her handler is excellent,
she often responds too quickly to his body
movements during a course, and inadvertently
takes the wrong obstacle. Sean has worked
hard to keep Effi calm, and his work is now
paying off. Effi recently decided that the seesaw was a scary object, but frequent practice
over the COVID-lockdown (and making a fullscale see-saw at home) has changed her mind
completely about this, and her confidence on
this obstacle has been restored. We look
forward to seeing Sean and Effi achieve further
titles in the future.

There were no candidates for this award.
UTILITY (UD) POINT SCORE TROPHY
This award is presented to the handler and dog
that has achieved the highest aggregate score
qualifying for their Utility Dog (UD) title.
Maximum possible total 600 points.
Karen Hobson & Border Collie Abby with
572/600
See photo on page 10.
UTILITY DOG EXCELLENT (UDX) POINT SCORE
TROPHY
There were no candidates for this award.
NOVICE AGILITY DOG OF THE YEAR
This award is presented to the dog that has
achieved the fastest qualifying times (as a
percentage of the Standard Course Time)
across all height categories in obtaining its
Agility Dog (AD) and its Jumping Dog (JD) titles
in ANKC-sanctioned trials. The last pass for at
least one of the titles needs to be gained
during the award year. Applications must be
submitted on the prescribed nomination form.
Sean Hodgman & Effi AD JD
AGILITY CLEAR ROUND AWARD
Sean and Australian Kelpie Effi completed
courses in 56.7% of the standard course time
over the 10 clear rounds required to gain both
AD and JD titles. Effi and Sean compete in the
500 height class, one of the most competitive
due to the preponderance of Border Collies in
this class. Effi was awarded 5 x 1st places, 3 x
2nd places, and 2 x 7th places for their novice
titles.
Sean and Effi are the quiet achievers in Agility.
Effi is an active dog, and needs both mental
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This award is presented to the handler and dog
team that has achieved a high level of
consistency in ANKC-sanctioned trials held in
the ACT during the year. It is based on the
number of qualifications gained at local trials
regardless of placings. In order to be
considered for this award the handler must
have made a contribution to the life of the
Club throughout the award year. Applications
must be submitted on the prescribed
nomination form.
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Annual awards … continued
Judith Barlow & Tae

INSTRUCTORS LONG SERVICE AWARDS

Judith and her Brittany Tae were awarded 25
qualifying rounds at trials within the ACT over
the past two years – three ahead of their
closest competitor. This included 6 x 1st places,
3 x 2nd places and 5 x 3rd places. Tae
competes in the highly competitive 500 height
class at the Masters Level.

Each year the Club recognises instructors who
have contributed significant years of service to
the Club. 2021 was no different!

Judith was made a Life Member of the Club in
2013 for her many years of active service, and
currently instructs in Agility and serves on the
Obedience Trialling and Rally Sub-Committee.
See page 11 for photo.
CERTIFICATES OF APPRECIATION
At the Annual Awards presentation the
President, Anne Robertson, thanked the 90
volunteer instructors, sub-committee members,
and Committee members who contributed to
the Club’s operations during yet another
challenging year. She also acknowledged the
contribution of the Club’s paid office manager
Marika Muller and the Club’s junior shop
assistants Jess Charman and Amelia Wettern
who coped with the disruptions to their
employment.
Each year at the Annual Awards the Club
presents certificates to a small number of
members and supporters for their special
contribution to the Club during the year. The
certificates for 2021 were presented to:
•
Non-member Gary Mountain for his
voluntary contribution to the
maintenance of the Club grounds and
premises
•
Non-member Eugan Berekoven for his
advice and longterm contribution to the
maintenance of the Club’s floodlighting
infrastructure
•
Member Marina Kim for assisting at Agility
trials including stewarding and setting up
the rings
•
Member Kirstin Henderson for her
contribution to Agility including setting up
trial rings, stewarding and teaching
others how to scribe
•
Member Mike McFadden for stewarding
at Agility trials and contributing to
catering
•
Member Nicholas Sofiadis for stewarding
at Agility trials
•
Member Roger Quarterman for
stewarding at Agility trials
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Bronze (5 years’ service) awards:
•
Barbara Gough (Obedience and
Behaviour Training)
•
Jane Richardson (Obedience and
Behaviour Training)
•
Juliet Ward (Obedience and Behaviour
Training)
•
Melinda Parrett (Obedience and
Behaviour Training)
•
Simone Pensko (Agility)
•
Steph Windsor (Agility)
•
Therese Smith (Agility)
•
Wendy Hathaway (Agility)
15+ Years’ service awards:
•
Charlie Giles (15 years)
•
Linda Harper (15 years)
•
Jess McNamara- Rice (16 years)

In 2021 we also acknowledged the contribution
of three of the Club’s instructors who has given
25 year of service to the Club and who have
now achieved Honorary Instructor status:
•
Lara Sedgmen
•
Linda Spinaze
•
Louise Raisin (photo below)
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Annual awards … continued
In 2021 one of our members reached an even
greater milestone in their association with the
Club. A big thank you to:
•

Mike Lynch for contributing 40 years of
volunteer service to the Club including as
an instructor (since 1981), Dogs-asTherapy member since 1999 and more
recently as a member of the
Demonstration (Drill Team.

Below: Mike at a public event in Haig Park in 2020
(Photo: Anna Mayberry)

•
•
•
•
•

Natasha Sands – Agility
Rachel McKeever – Agility
Sean Hodgman – Agility
Suanne Hackett – Agility
Wendy Stewart - Agility

CANINE CITIZENSHIP AWARDS
At the Annual Awards we also recognised
those members of the Club’s Dogs-as-Therapy
(DAT) team who reached long service
milestones since 2019:
•
•

Lesley Pothan & Molly (Shih Tzu) – 6 years
Sandra Beaton & Peggy (West Highland
White Terrier) – 5 years

Each year we also present Canine Citizenship
Awards to new members of the DAT team who
have regularly participated in the program for
at least twelve months. In 2021 there were two
new teams:
•

•

Janet Ramsay with Donny & Will
(Greyhounds)
Laura Fleitas & Cooper (Jack Russel X)

Certificates of Appreciation were also provided
to the following Club members for their
continuing support for Dogs-as-Therapy in 2021:
It is, of course, also essential that members step
forward to become new instructors so that the
Club can continue into the future – so we
celebrated those members who successfully
met the theoretical and practical requirements
of our instructor training programs – despite the
disruptions caused by COVID – in 2021.
Congratulations to:
•
Angharad (Hari) Lodwick – Behaviour
Training
•
Jacqui Gawne – Behaviour Training
•
Jill Howlett – Behaviour Training
•
Vanessa March – Flyball and Agility
•
Georgia Morris – Agility
•
Hilarie Kemp – Agility
•
Leslie Roberts – Agility (below)
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•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Beryl Sipes & Bailey (Poodle X)
Debbie Perrin & Astra (Miniature
Schnauzer)
Jeff Kingwell & Bear (Golden Retriever)
Karen Haines & Toby (Bearded Collie)
Kath McQuarrie with Hope and Rocky
(Miniature Schnauzers)
Mile Lynch with Indy & Maisie (Poodle X)
Morag Cotsell & Bess (Kelpie X)
Sharon Kelly & Rosie (Schnauzer X Poodle)
Terri Keough & Jasper (Sheltland
Sheepdog) - see photo below
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Annual awards … continued
In addition we have six teams who
commenced with DAT during 2021. We look
forward to their continued support and the
presentation of certificates to them in 2022.
AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL KENNEL COUNCIL AND
AUSTRALIAN FLYBALL ASSOCIATION TITLES

•
•
•
•

Each year the Club recognizes the
achievements of members who have
competed in various dog sports that are
provided by the Club. Competitions are
regularly held in the ACT and throughout
Australia at which dog and handler teams can
test their competence against national
performance standards in Obedience Trialling,
Rally, Agility, Flyball, Dances With Dogs,
Tracking, Trick Dog and, for the first time in 2021,
Scent Work. Members are presented with
engraved glass coasters for titles earnt by their
dogs during the award year.
Of course, some competitive events were
again cancelled in 2021 due to COVID but
none the less members achieved 96 titles with
42 dogs between 1 November 2020 and 31
October 2021 in the following disciplines:
•
DWD – 1
•
Flyball – 9
•
Obedience Trialling – 13
•
Rally-O – 20
•
Agility – 34
•
Tricks – 15
•
Scent Work – 4 (first year of competition)
In 2021 the Club had four outstanding trialling
achievements – with three members achieving
their Australian titles
•
•
•

Airlie White and her Border Collie ‘Wicca’
– Rally Champion
Karen Hobson and her Border Collies
‘Abby’ and Jazz’ – Obedience
Champion
Greg Collins and his Border Collie ‘Jet Agility Champion

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
Other titles attained in 2021:
•

•
•
•
•

Airlie White’s Border Collies Wicca CD
CDX RA TK.S and Badja R.CH SWN TK.S
Anne Walkington’s Labrador Retriever
Jinx CDX RM
Catherine Perry’s Shetland Sheepdog
Bramble CCD CD RA and Golden
Retriever Keetah SPDX
Cathy Vaughan’s Border Collie Austin
FMX
Dana Simonsen’s Old English Sheepdogs
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•

Apollo GD TK.S and Orion RN
Denise Stirzaker’s Cavalier King Charles
Spaniel X Poodle Pixie JDM SDX
Donna Puttock’s Australian Shepherds
Kaylee SWN, Bannor RN and Berek RN
Elizabeth Thomas’s Labrador Retriever
Bessie RN
Geoff Woodman’s Golden Retriever
Bronte CCD
Jill Bradfield’s Kelpie X Possum FS.S
Judith Barlow’s Brittany Tae JDM SDX
SPDM TK.S
Karen Hobson’s Border Collies Jazz O.CH
RM TK.S and Abby O.CH UD TK.S and
Labrador Retriever Jem RN
Karen Hore’s German Shepherd Dogs
(LongStock Coat) Mia RM and Jai RE
Kylie Brown’s Poodle (Miniature) Monkey
JDM SDX
Laraine Frawley’s Golden Retrievers
Cameron SWN TK.S and Dougal CCD CD
RA RE
Leslie Roberts’s Border Collie Bean JD
Natasha Davies’s Griffon Bruxellois Dixon
CCD RA JD
Nicola Swan’s Schnauzer (Miniature)
Benson JDX
Nicole Fallon’s Spanish Water Dog Mishka
TK.S and Cocker Spaniel Mia ADM ADO
JDO SPDX TK.S
Sean Hodgman’s Australian Kelpie Effi AD
JD
Simone Hey’s Golden Retriever Rollo RN
Simone Pensko’s West Highland White
Terrier Albiglen Nicoles Choice JDX JDO
SPD and Toy Poodle Mojitogold Love Me
Do AD JDX SD
Terri Keough’s Shetland Sheepdogs
Murphy TK.S and Jasper TK.S
Vanessa March’s Border Collies Erin FD
FDX FDCH AFCH TK.S, Pippa JDX GD SPD
TK.S and Charlie RN FD FDX FDCH
Vikki Evans’s
Australian Kelpie
Rhythm CDX RAE RM
AD JD SD TK.S
Wendy Hathaway’s
Chesapeake Bay
Retriever Izzy RE SWN
TK.S
Wendy Stewart’s
Cavalier King Charles
Spaniel Darcy AD JD
SD
And that’s a wrap for the
Club’s 2020-21 Annual
Awards and Christmas
Party!
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The Vet is In
Five exercises to prevent injury
© Dr Sandra Hassett, BVSc MBA MIVCA CCRT
Canine Rehabilitation Canberra
www.caninerehabilitationcanberra.com.au/
Sandra is a life member of the ACT Companion Dog Club
Wouldn’t it be great to have some simple, quick exercises that would both minimise your dog’s risk
of injury and help you to monitor their strength and flexibility? Here are five exercises you can do
every day when you and your dog come back from a walk or before they have their dinner. They
are easy to teach and do and will take only 3-5 minutes a day.
Gentle stretching after exercise is a recognized method of avoiding and reducing the severity of
injury. If you do the exercises daily you can easily see if your dog is having more trouble than usual
with an exercise. This is a warning that they may be injured. If the problem persists then it is time to
book them for a check up.
Make the training fun – use treats and praise to positively reinforce what you want. Of course if
your dog has any injuries, or is a puppy or an older dog, then it is important to have a check up
before you start the exercises and especially if they appear to have difficulty with them.
Hip flexor stretch
•

•
•

•

How to: find a step or box about the
height of your dog’s elbow. With their
back feet away from the box, have them
put their front feet on the box. Offer them
a yummy, sticky treat to lick so that they
stretch up and forward.
Duration: 20 – 30 sec
Variations: start lower and for a shorter
time when you are initially teaching the
exercise or if your dog is a puppy, older or
has back end problems.
Cheats to watch for: Rotating their back
paws outwards – common if they have a
psoas muscle injury. Standing with their
back feet close to their front feet so they
can use their front end strength to hold
themselves up rather than stretch out.

Play bow
Great for stretching the shoulder muscles!
•

How to: many dogs will play bow if you bow to them
when they are standing facing you – dogs do it to
each other all the time! Some dogs will also bow if
you go to throw them a toy or ball or if they are
holding a tug toy down low to the ground. In these
cases reward with a treat and praise when they bow
then add a word so they know what you want, then
build duration. Alternatively have them standing and
facing you. Have a treat in your hand and step
towards them whilst bending down to hold the treat
down between their paws. Release the treat and
praise if they start to bow, be positive but stand up
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Five exercises … continued

•
•
•

and move then try again if they either walk backwards or lie down. Often it is a case of
being quick – whilst their back end is still in the air and before they get their elbows onto the
ground.
Duration: 20 – 30 sec – build gradually to this
Variations: chin on the ground or in the air. You can also teach ‘say your prayers’ as a similar
exercise that works well if your dog keeps bouncing around as you try to teach the play
bow.
Cheats to watch for: don’t let them rest their weight on flexed elbows – we want to stretch
all the way through the elbow and shoulder.

Side stretches
Great for stretching the lateral neck and
back muscles
•

•
•
•

How to: stand behind or beside your
dog and use a yummy, sticky treat in
your hand to encourage them to bring
their nose around towards their hip.
You may need to use your hand
initially to help stabilize them or stop
them from turning around. Often
taking the treat out to the side and
around in a smooth curve works best.
Continue to praise and let them lick up
the treat whilst they stretch around.
Duration: 20 – 30 sec
Variations: If your dog can do this
easily try slowly moving the treat from their hip to their hock 3 times during the 30 seconds –
down and up, down and up, down and up.
Cheats to watch for: Some dogs try to rotate their necks rather than flex to the side with their
ears relatively level. If they do this then take the treat out further to the side initially and don’t
ask them to come around so far.

Roll over
Great for stretching out all the back muscles

•

•
•

•

How to: make sure you start on a nice
soft surface, particularly if your dog has
a prominent backbone. Start when
they are nice and relaxed and lying
down. Show them a treat near their
nose and bring it back towards their
shoulder then up and over their back
at the wither (where the neck meets
the back). As their nose follows the treat they may reach a tipping point and you can gently
help them to complete the roll with your hand on their back legs or by holding onto your
arm with their front paws. Some dogs get it straight away, others need to do it in steps – onto
their side, onto their back and finally flip over. Keep if fun and practise from both sides.
Tummy rubs on the way over help to calm nervous dogs!
Duration: 3 times in each direction
Variations: some dogs with back problems have difficulty with the complete exercise. If this is
the case have them lie out on their side and roll onto their back. Give them tummy rubs and
encourage them to stretch out, especially their back legs, as much as they comfortably
can.
Cheats to watch for: none
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Five exercises … continued
Walking backwards
•

•
•
•

How to: stand in front of your dog with a treat in your hand. Step towards them and bring
the treat to their chest. Reward any movement backwards by releasing the treat and
praising them. Make sure the step into them and the hand gesture are clear as these will
become the cues for the exercise. Some dogs struggle with this and do better if you throw a
treat or toy into a long, narrow space such as between the bed and the wall or the coffee
table and the sofa [or between your legs]. They run in to get the treat and can only get out
by walking backwards. Other dogs love to tug and can be encouraged to gently walk
backwards whilst tugging.
Duration: 3 sets of 12 steps is great
Variations: See above. You can make the exercise more challenging by having them walk
backwards up or down a slope or by tugging.
Cheats to watch for: only ask for as many steps as they can do properly. If they are curving
to one side then do the exercise with a wall on that side. If they can only do a couple of
steps and end up sitting then keep working to encourage one more step. Make sure they
step backwards and don’t bounce backwards.

Disclaimer: The information in this article is general in nature and not intended to provide specific
veterinary advice. If your dog has specific health issues a thorough physical examination by a
trained veterinary professional is recommended. Veterinary clearance before instituting any new
activity program is also recommended.
Photo credits: Hip flexor, play bow and side stretches supplied by Sandra Hassett; roll-over
supplied from Shutterstock Item ID: 1695010999; walking backwards reproduced from Mary Ray
and Justine Harding’s Dog tricks—Fun and games for your clever canine (2005)

Scent Work
By Maxine Robinson — Liaison
Want to learn a little more about Scent Work ? It’s all on
our website at https://actcdc.org.au/activities/scentwork/.
Scent Work classes are available through Canberra
Nosework Training at www.canberranosework.com/.
Classes are held in the Clubhouse and only one dog
practices at a time—so it is an ideal activity for dogs
that struggle with their social skills in proximity to other
dogs. You can register interest in classes on the
Canberra Nosework Training website.
Left: Undertaking an ‘interior search’
(Photo: Joanne Hagan)
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Drill Team capers

Above: Honorary Instructor Mike Lynch (celebrating 40 years of service to the Club)
takes the reins during a recent Sunday morning Drill Team class
Below: One of these dogs (is not like the others) …. Black Labrador Retriever ‘Mia’
dares to be different performing the ‘Step up in the box’ trick in the Drill Team class.
Look closely and you’ll see Mia does have both front feet on the perch - which
takes some skill when you are sitting down! Fellow Labrador ‘Jace’ finds it most
amusing … and later emulates Mia’s performance (right).
(Photos: Barbara Gough)
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Tracking Update
By Jake Blight—Convenor
What is Tracking?
Tracking is a sport where dogs use their natural
scenting ability to follow the scent trail of a
human through grassy areas and bushland.
Dogs and handlers are tested on their ability to
find a ‘lost’ person through a series of
increasingly difficult tests at tracking trials. At a
tracking trial a handler and dog are taken to a
small flag in a paddock or bushland area
where an article of clothing of the ‘lost’ person
is waiting. From there the dog must use its
natural scenting ability to follow the track to
find the person (or the reward waiting at the
end), the trail could be between 20 minutes
and three hours old and from 800m to 1200m
long, depending on the level of the test. The
judge and steward know where the tracklayer
has walked but the handler does not and must
rely on their dog and what they have learnt
about reading their dog to find the end of the
track.
All dogs can follow scents, the challenge in
training a dog to compete in a tracking trial is
to teach them to follow a particular track to
the exclusion of all others (including those
tempting kangaroo and rabbit scents).
Tracking trials are always conducted on a 10
metre lead and only one dog is worked at a
time. There is no time limit provided the dog is
working. A very wide variety of breeds have
shown themselves to be successful tracking
dogs from Papillons to Great Danes. It is never
too early or too late to start tracking training.

dog uses its scenting ability to follow a scent
trail to lead its handler to a ‘lost’ person.
However, Track and Search is conducted in an
urban environment and dogs must learn to
follow the scent across surfaces such as
concrete and bitumen as well as dirt tracks and
areas of grass. The scent work is more
challenging for the dog as the tracks are older
and more ‘fragile’ in Track and Search and the
dog needs to use a combination of ground
scent and air sent to succeed.
Some handlers prefer Track and Search as it is
easy to find areas to train in any suburban
environment and it is not necessary to train only
in winter as the snake risk is much lower. There
is a much lower risk of coming across a
kangaroo but there are plenty of other
distractions and tracks will naturally be
‘polluted’ by people other than the tracklayer
walking in the area so dogs need to learn to
distinguish carefully which human scent they
are following. Some Tracks and Search tests
are conducted at night which brings out other
distractions. The length of a Track and Search
track can be between 800m and 1200m and
between 1 to 5 hours old depending on the
level.
Depending on the level of interest in people
wanting to try Track and Search the Club may
offer a practical session this year.

However, tracking is not for the fainthearted
trainer. Almost all training and trials are in
winter (because of snakes) and a high level of
mastery of motivational training is needed to
build the level of concentration needed for a
dog to ‘keep on tracking’ right to the end of
the track no matter the distractions. Most
training is done on your own or with one or two
training buddies. There is a small group of
enthusiasts always willing to help and there are
a number of training days throughout the
season which provide an opportunity to meet
up with other handlers and share ideas and lay
tracks for one another. Attending tracking trials
is also a great way to learn more about
tracking.
How is Track and Search different?
Track and Search is similar to tracking in that a
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Tracking update … continued
Do you want to try Tracking?
The Club will be holding an Introduction to
Tracking talk on Wednesday 4 May. Anyone
interested in finding out more about tracking
and how to get started with their dog is
welcome to attend. The session will primarily
focus on Tracking but, if there is interest, will also
discuss starting in Track and Search. There will
also be a practical session for beginner
tracking on Saturday 14 May at a property
near Braidwood. The sessions are free but if
enrolments exceed available spaces for the
practical day preference will be given to Club
members.
To attend the theory session please use this link
to book a spot (Club members and nonmembers): https://www.eventbrite.com.au/e/
introduction-to-tracking-theory-session-tickets274435292347
Club members who want to book in for the
practical day please use this link:
https://www.eventbrite.com.au/e/intro-totracking-practical-cdc-members-tickets274611409117
Non-Club members who want to book for the
practical day please use this link: https://
www.eventbrite.com.au/e/introduction-totracking-practical-non-cdc-members-tickets274612502387. We will fit in as many nonmembers as we can - there may be a waiting
list. If we can’t fit your dog in you are still
welcome to attend without your dog to learn
how to get started and to meet people you
can arrange to train with.
Rules Review – opportunity for input
Tracking Trials and Track and Search Trials are
conducted under Australian National Kennel
Council rules and dogs can earn a range of
titles. The rules for conducting trials as well as
the rules for training judges are periodically
reviewed. Dogs ACT is currently seeking
proposals for rule changes from affiliated dog
clubs and the ACT Companion Dog Club will
be hosting a meeting for members involved in
tracking to discuss proposed rule changes on
17 May. Members of other Canberra region
clubs are also welcome to attend. Even if you
are new to tracking this is a good opportunity
to understand what the rules of the Tracking
and Track and Search tests are and to provide
input. To book a spot please use this link:
https://www.eventbrite.com.au/e/tracking-
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and-track-and-search-rules-review-meetingtickets-274615391027.
All of the Tracking and Track and Search rules
are available on the ANKC website: https://
ankc.org.au/AboutUs/?id=1253.
Tracking Stewards Course
A tracking stewards course is being held this
year. The course covers advanced track
planning and mapping and is intended to
allow those who complete it to assist with
running trials by stewarding (with ongoing
assistance as required). At least one season of
experience in training a dog in tracking is a
pre-requisite for the course. The course will
cover both Tracking and Track and Search
Trials.
The theory component will be on the evening
of Wednesday 27 April. This will be via Zoom. To
get your (free) ‘ticket’ use this link: https://
www.eventbrite.com.au/e/tracking-stewardscourse-theory-session-tickets-273900422537 .
This will be followed by a practical day on 1
May which will be held in the Canberra region.
Further one-on-one coaching will be provided
to new stewards after the practical day as
required. To sign up for the practical day use
this Eventbrite link: https://
www.eventbrite.com.au/e/tracking-stewardscourse-practical-session-tickets-274424309497 .

Want to know more?
Introduction to Tracking presentation

7.00pm Wednesday 4 May
CDC clubhouse
Book at https://www.eventbrite.com.au/e/
introduction-to-tracking-theory-session-tickets
-274435292347

Tracking practice 2021 (Photo: Joanne Hagan)
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Training Tips —1
Teaching your dog to like their harness

By Jess Strain © (featuring Alfie the Australian Kelpie)
Jess Strain is a Karen Pryor Academy Certified Training Partner, Behaviour Training instructor at the
Club, and owner and operator of The Mindful Canine, a local rewards-based force-free training
business with a special interest in working breeds.
Some dogs struggle to accept the collars and harnesses that we use to help train them. This
article explains how to introduce equipment in a co-operative way to help our dogs develop
positive associations with these aids.

To start we are going to simply associate the harness with good things. At first these exercises do
not involve putting the harness on your dog. Our aim is that the sight of the harness = good things!
•
Lay the harness on the ground and sprinkle some treats on and around it. Let your dog sniff
and investigate and get the treats. Make sure to use yummy treats that your dog loves and
doesn’t get all the time. Repeat a couple of times per session.
•
With the harness in your hand, show it to your dog and give him some treats. Then, hide the
harness behind you and stop giving treats. Every time you bring the harness out from behind
you to where your dog can see it give him treats. Repeat five times per session. Eventually
he’ll realise that seeing the harness means he’s
going to get treats! Yay!
•
Bring the harness out when you are going to do
something your dog enjoys (eg fetch, a stuffed
kong, a play session, a massage etc) Make sure
he sees it before starting the fun activity and
place it somewhere nearby while your dog is
having fun doing the activity. When the fun
activity ends put the harness away. Do this at
least once a day.
•
Try to do the above exercises every day until your
1
dog is happy to see his harness. Break the
activities up over the day (eg one in the morning,
one in afternoon, one in the evening).
Once your dog is happy in the presence of the harness
and even gets excited when he sees it you can move
on to the next steps. This may take several repetitions
over a couple of days of the above exercises or many
repetitions over many days. Progress at your dog’s
pace.
1.
Place the harness on the ground. When your dog
moves to sniff the harness mark (yes!) and
reward. Your dog should be happy to move
towards the harness and sniff it at this point as he
is already used to getting treats off the harness.
Do this until your dog is reliably going to sniff/
touch the harness to get the mark and reward.
2.
Hold the harness up at your dog’s head height.
When your dog moves towards the harness to
sniff/touch it, mark and reward. Do this until your
dog is reliably going to sniff/touch the harness to
get the mark (yes!) and reward. It is important
that you hold the harness still and do not move it
towards your dog. You want it to be your dog’s
choice to come and touch the harness.
3.
Open and close the buckle of the harness and
give your dog a treat. You want your dog not to
be frightened by the sound of the buckle when
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Training tips … continued

5a

4.

5.

6.

7.

5b
you do it up on him. In this step the sound of the buckle
is acting like a clicker.
Now hold the harness up at your dog’s head height
with the loop that goes over your dog’s head held
open. Holding a treat in one hand put that hand on
one side and let your dog eat the treat through the
harness. Mark (yes!) just before your dog gets the treat.
Do this multiple times until your dog is comfortable
offering his head through the harness.
When your dog is confident with step 4 you can begin
to get your dog to move his head further and further
through the loop before marking and giving the treat.
Each time you do this let your dog take his head out
again. Mark and reward each head position multiple
times. Go slowly, make sure your dog is comfortable
with each head position before moving to the next.
Once your dog is happy to put his head all the way
through the loop to where it can rest on his neck you
can let it rest there for a few seconds while feeding
some treats and then take it off.
Now that your dog is happy having the harness rest
around his neck you can move the body straps into
place. Give your dog a treat to distract him while you
do this.

6

7

Important things to remember
Make sure to use yummy treats that your dog loves and
doesn’t get all the time.
The aim of this training is for your dog to develop a positive
emotional response to the harness and not be bothered by
having it put on. Once you have successfully completed
Success!
Success!
these steps at your dog’s pace you should be able to put the
harness on in one go. I often continue to give my dog a treat
as I put the harness over his head and when I have finished
clipping up the body straps so it continues to be a positive experience.
This process takes time. It is not meant to be achieved in one session. Do not move on to the next
step until your dog is totally comfortable with the step you are working on. Try to do a couple of
short sessions a day. If your dog is showing signs of stress (yawning, turning head away, backing
away) you have moved too fast. Go back to the previous step.
It is also important to not move yourself and the harness towards your dog. Let your dog move
towards and into the harness. We want our dog to choose to put their head through the harness
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Training tips … continued
but also to be able to choose not to if they are finding it stressful.
Giving our dogs choice is important in helping them overcome their fear. If we continually force
the harness on our dog when they are worried the more frightening it becomes.
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2021 Powering Communities Grant
The Club relies on its
floodlights to conduct
evening training and trialling
activities. In 2021 the Club
applied for a grant under
the Federal Government’s
Powering Communities
program to help replace its
25 remaining old metal
halide floodlights. These
lights dated from 1983. They
contained hazardous
mercury and were inefficient
to run compared to modern
LED sports lighting. They had
become unreliable and
were no longer serviceable.
Under the grant program’s
financial limitations, the Club
sought funding to help
replace 13 of the old floodlights with more
energy efficient, durable LED floodlights that
would:
•
require less maintenance;
•
provide better light distribution over the
grounds for training activities;
•
require less electricity to run for a
comparable light output; and
•
reduce the amount of carbon emissions
associated with the running of the Club.
Following confirmation that the Club would
receive support under the program, the Club’s
Committee decided to commit additional
funds to:
•
replace all 25 metal halide floodlights;
•
rewire and upgrade electrical circuits;
•
replace five rotting wooden light poles
that had reached the end of their
serviceable life and posed a safety risk;
and
•
install one additional light pole in the
Flyball paddock.

Above (from left): Senior Vice-President Lesley
Pothan, President Anne Robertson, David Smith and
his son Marcus (Photo: Sharon Haines)

from the Powering Communities grant. David
clearly enjoyed seeing the wide variety of dogs
on the grounds displaying their skills in
Behaviour Training, Obedience, Rally, Agility,
Tricks and Drill and learning more about these
activities. During his visit David presented the
Club with a handsome framed certificate to
acknowledge our success under the grant
program.

This enabled the Club to achieve efficiencies in
labour, purchasing and access to specialist
equipment for the conduct of the work. The
whole project cost the Club $53,000 of which
$11,000 came from the grant and the
remainder from the Club’s cash reserves. The
work was undertaken by local specialist
company Accurate Electrical in December last
year.
In March the Club hosted a visit from Mr David
Smith MP, Federal Member for Bean. David was
interested to see how the Club had benefited
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Flyball Feats
By Vanessa March — Convenor
Welcome to 2022
training. Exciting times ahead for X-Factor!
Flyball had an exciting return to weekly training
in January 2022. With the calendar filling up
with scheduled race meets, we were
enthusiastic to get back into the swing of
training with the Squad dogs and get the
trainees back into routine.
Welcome
back
trainees
Max (Border
Collie),
Tabasco &
Pepper
(Koolies),
Rook &
Willow
(Huskies),
Kismet
(Sheltie)
and Kobe
(Poodle x
Border Collie). We look forward to seeing your
progress through 2022 and hopefully with less
disruption than the last 12 months.

Leading to the Nationals
Out first racemeet in what feels like forever saw
the team have an early start (something a few
of us have not missed) as we headed to Castle
Hill in Sydney to attend the ‘Leading to the
Nationals’ racemeet hosted by Norwest
Thunderdogs where we had a team entered
into Regular Division.
It was a hot, humid, and wet day, but thankfully
the racing lanes were under cover. We had a
last-minute change in dogs which saw us only
have five on team rather than the preferred six
(four racing dogs with two back-ups to rotate
with) so the line-up was Dan, Austin, Pippa and
Erin with Charlie as reserve.
It was a fun and interesting day with a few rusty
moments, which was expected given we have
not been in the racing lanes since June 2021. It
was also great to run in Regular Division,
something we have not been able to do for a
while due to lack of Club dogs to fill the team.

New starters and additions to the Club
Our January intake for 2022 has seen the
addition of Odie & Halley (Greyhounds),
Harvey (Border Collie X), Mel (Kelpie X) and
Ziggy (Nova Scotia Duck Tolling Retriever) join
our trainees in Beginners.

We have also welcomed some experienced
flyball handlers and their dogs, Rosie Milton with
Dan (Border Collie) Tazzi and Mikki (Papillons)
and Alice Richards with her crew Reggie
(Kelpie), Dexter (Jack Russel x Border Collie)
and her young trainee Erik (Border Collie). With
the addition
of these
experienced
dogs to XFactor, we
now have
enough
dogs for
almost two
whole teams
and more
dogs that will
help with our
trainee dogs
and their
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Race 1 saw Pippa benched due to some overexuberance leading to some scratched up,
damaged nails. Charlie was required to step up
to run in her place and he was faultless all day
in a challenging role running as dog #2. As well
as running a new dog we have not raced with
before (only a few training sessions before this
day), he had two different handlers throughout
the course of the day (who had rings set up
different to what we are used to, and hot,
humid and wet weather!
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Flyball feats … continued
he did fantastic and is showing great promise.
Canberra Royal Show 2022

Our new team dog Dan also did a fantastic
job; he was happy to be back in the ring after
a lengthy break and not having attended
many racemeets over the past two years. The
team took a little to get into the groove, but
they ran well together and like they have done
this before which was pleasing to see.
Poor Erin had a few challenges: she was feeling
a bit sensitive and made a few errors, but she
tried her hardest and did some great work.
Austin provided the entertainment for the day.
After a slight interference by Dan, he decided
mid-race he had enough and left the ring to
return to his crate.
The team came 2nd in Division 2 (three teams
in the division) running a best time of 18.354
sec. We couldn’t have done without Vitaliy
Yermachkov (Box Loader), Marina Kim (Trainee
Handler who helped run Charlie and Austin),
Emma Easton (Ball Shagger) and Bob Easton
(who took a few videos of the teams runs)

The Royal Canberra Show is a huge event for us
Flyball enthusiasts (second to the Nationals)
and this was the first one in two years. The show
sees three days of Flyball – starting with Training
in the Ring and Demo racing on the Friday and
Saturday/Sunday team racing. This year the
Saturday and Sunday races were set up as two
separate competitions which allowed for teams
to pick and choose which day to compete.
The Club entered a team into Regular Division
and Open Division for both days.

One of our
trainees’
dogs, Max,
joined us for
the race
meet to have
a chance to
participate at
training in the
ring during
the lunchtime
break. These
are great
opportunities
for the upand-coming
trainee
members, as
it’s a whole different world to when they are
training at the Club. The atmosphere is very
different. Max is showing improvement each
time he takes up position for training in the ring,

Friday we had five of our trainees brave the
atmosphere and further their training
experience in the ring. Max, Ember and
Tabasco did some brilliant full runs under the
conditions. Pepper and Kobe found it all a little
too exciting, but the small work on recall and
focus work they managed was brilliant. To the
dogs and handlers, you should all be proud of
yourself.
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Flyball feats … continued

Saturday started off a little damp, but we were
fortunate that the rain stayed away from the
show grounds the evening before. It was a
nervous start to the day with the forecast of
heavy rains, but mother nature managed to
hold herself together and allowed for all the
teams to have a full day of racing in overcast
conditions.
Our Regular Team, Canberra X-Factor, had
Dan, Pippa, Erin, Austin, Charlie (as backup)
and Max (for ring experience) in the line up.
We saw some cracking work in the lanes. With
very few errors throughout the day (only a
couple of handler errors of early release of the
dog) the team came first in Division 1 with a
best time of 17.827 seconds. They were up
against some elite Flyball teams including the
Norwest Thunderdogs #1 team who are the
current holders of the Australian Flyball Record.
They just happened to beat their previous
record on that same day and became the first
team in Australia to run under 16 seconds with
a new record of 15.987 seconds. Very exciting
to witness this historic event!

(Charlie’s
rent-ahandler)
with a
chance to
run Charlie
in a race as
she hasn’t
been able
to do much
flyball dog
handling in
general
since her
diagnosis
and
subsequent
surgery for
brain cancer back in late May 2021. Although
this has left Emma with some perception issues
that makes handling a dog in a fast-paced
sport like flyball a challenge, it was heartwarming to see the duo hit the racing lane
again. The team bought home third place.

Our team patriarch Logan and green dog
Ember were part of Goulburn’s Flyball Friends
Open Team. Logan was a back-up dog and
Ember gained some valuable skills in the
warmup with a recall each race.
Sunday was looking to be a little more relaxed
than Saturday with fewer teams entered for
racing but still proved to be a fast-paced day.
With the heavy rain overnight, racing was
delayed by an hour to allow for the grounds to
dry out. The damp start to the day didn’t deter
the crowds.

Max entered the ring on a few of our races and
participated in the warm-up, furthering his
experience of introduction to ring atmosphere.
He did well with his recalls in the warm-up.
Our Saturday Open Team, Canberra Xtraordinary, consisted of our own Charlie, Tazzi
and Lochie. They were joined by Onyx from
Maximum Velocity and Slinky and Alleria from
Southern Cross. Things were a little rusty for
these guys, for some dogs this was their first
race meet since early 2021. Nevertheless, they
all worked well as a team with little Tazzi, the
Papillon, proving to be a crowd favourite
because who doesn’t love a cute tiny fluffy
dog running at his own speed who gives his
handler some sass mid-run back with the ball!

Once racing commenced it was all systems go,
and with fewer teams there were fewer breaks
between our two teams’ races.

For one of the races we surprised Emma Easton
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Flyball feats … continued
The Regular Team saw Dan, Pippa, Erin, Austin
and Charlie rotate their turn in the ring for each
of the eight races. It was almost a full repeat of
Saturday. The consistency and times that these
dogs were achieving, you would not have
thought that they had been racing all day the
day before.
With five Regular Division teams entered, they
were all bunched in to one division and the run
times handicapped accordingly. Our team
Canberra X-Factor again bought home first
place with a best time of 17.997 seconds.

Bob for getting some videos of our runs and
keeping statistics and last but never least
Cathy—not only were you a dog handler but a
steady Team Captain keeping us all in line.
And extra thank you shout outs: for Kate
Freeman (who has only just started Flyball and
popped in to say hi to the team on Saturday to
see what the hype is about) for doing a
breakfast run for us; and to Janine (who is one
of our team sponsors) for being our team
photographer at this racemeet and getting
some amazing shots of the team dogs and
trainee dogs in action in the ring.

The Sunday open team was another mixed
bunch due to some last minute dog
replacements, with our own Tazzi (wooing the
crowds again with his cuteness) and green dog
Max. They were joined by Onyx and Cookie
Monster from Maximum Velocity and Magic
and Buddy from Norwest Thunderdogs.
Initially Max was to be in for a repeat of
Saturday warm-up recalls, but our team
Captain Cathy made the decision to give Max
a run in anchor position to see how he would
go. To our excitement and one very shocked
handler Max completed three full clean runs
with the team, thus gaining himself the first of
many points in his flyball career.
The Open Team came fourth in their division.
It was a very exciting weekend and a great
practice run for the Nationals weekend in
March.
Thank you to our box loader Vitaliy who did
another fantastic job, and under more intense
conditions than the previous race meet;
Janine, Emma and Hari for being fantastic ball
shaggers; Marina and Hari for being great
“Rent-A-Handlers” for Pippa, Charlie and Austin
as needed; Kylie for her assistance with Dan;

The ACTCDC Flyball Team is proudly sponsored
by Janine Fabre Photography and Animal
Naturals.
All photos supplied by Janine Fabre
Photography.

“ We need to give animals a chance to learn
before we expect them to know “
Aticia Grey
Muster dogs—An outback story of red dirt, kelpies and
the future of a family farm
(2021)
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Obedience Trialling and Rally
By Laraine Frawley — Convenor
Classes are held on Wednesday
mornings and Thursday evenings for
both Obedience Trialling and Rally.
These classes prepare handlers and
their dogs to compete in Australian
National Kennel Council-sanctioned
trials. Once your dog has the required
number of qualifications (usually three
at the lower levels) you can apply for
your title which means the dog gets
letters after its name. At the lowest
competition levels this is CCD
(Community Companion Dog) in
Obedience Trialling and RN (Rally
Novice) in Rally.
For handlers in the Behaviour Training
classes who are interested in teaching
their dogs the skills necessary to
perhaps compete, there is a Skills
class on both Wednesday mornings
and Thursday evenings which are for
any team who has completed
Consolidation (Level 2) or above. Class times
can be found on page 64.
A key difference between Rally and
Obedience Trialling is that in Rally signs tell you
what to do and you can talk to your dog
whereas in Obedience the judge tells you what
to do and, other than giving your dog hand
and voice cues, you remain silent. Look at the
information on our website at https://
actcdc.org.au/activities/obedience-triallling
and https://actcdc.org.au/activities/rally for
more information. Contact the Club Office at
contact@actcdc.org.au if you are interested
in joining the classes.
Our Skills classes on Wednesday mornings and
Thursday evenings continue to have good
numbers of handlers and dogs learning the skills
they each need to progress to the more
specialised and advanced Rally or Obedience
classes. Some new handlers have progressed to
these higher-level classes and we look forward
to seeing these teams competing in the ring.
After a couple of years with a large number of
trials being cancelled because of lockdowns
and travel restrictions it was great that the Club
could hold a successful Rally trial in January
with successful competitors taking home a
qualification towards their dogs’ title. We
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Above: Anne Walkington’s Labrador Retriever
‘Mala’ awaiting instruction during Rally practice
(Photo: Anne Robertson)

repeated it again in early March with another
successful Rally trial. The weather almost spoilt
our plans with our original NSW judge unable to
travel due to the rain but one of our local
judges stepped in at the last minute and the
forecast storm missed us with just a little rain.
Some competitors who needed to travel a
distance were absent because of road
conditions but those who attended had an
enjoyable evening with some teams doing well
and getting a qualification even if the
cavorting rabbits were a major distraction for
some dogs!
The Club’s first Obedience Trial for the year was
also held on the grounds in mid-March with
dogs competing at all levels from Community
Companion (CCD) through to Utility Dog
Excellent (UDX).
Results from all the Club’s recent trials appear
below.
A few of the Club’s keener competitors
ventured down to Bermagui in February for
their annual fix of six Obedience trials and two
Rally trials. This has become an annual event for
some competitors and a social occasion and it
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Obedience trialling and rally … continued
was great to catchup with
fellow competitors from NSW,
Queensland and Victoria. I
think most Club members who
attended came home with
some success.
My thanks go to the Club’s
instructors who have taken
classes during Term 1 and the
handlers who jump in to help
put up and take down Rally
courses and generally help to
keep classes going. Cath Perry,
Natasha Davies’ Griffon
Bruxellois ‘Lucy’ ready for
Trish Woodman and Vikki Evans
some Rally action
have taken the Skills classes.
(Photo: Anne Robertson)
Rally has been taken by Geoff
Woodman and Lara Sedgmen
and the Obedience Trialling
classes by Charlie Giles and
Laraine Frawley. Also thank you to Naarilla Hirsch, Judith Barlow and Sue Howie who have filled in
when regular instructors have been absent. Thank you all.

Results from the CDC Rally Trial — 15 January 2022
Trial 1 Judge Sue Turner (NSW) Novice
1st
Jake Blight’s BLACKROBIN ULTRA (Border Collie) 100/100
2nd Donna Puttock’s SUPREME CH. AOLANI'S MAISILVA SONIC BOOM (IMP USA) (Australian
Shepherd) 95/100
3rd Mrs L Watcham’s BECKVIEW DELIGHTFUL LILLY CCD CD (Shetland Sheepdog) 95/100
Q
Mr R & Ms A White’s BORDERLIGHT TOTEM SPIRIT (Border Collie) 92/100
Q
Miss A McCann ETHERIAL WANDANA DON (AI) (Border Collie) 91/100
Q
Cheryl Neal’s NORDENSTAMM LUCIFER (AI) (Belgian Shepherd Dog Malinois) 80/100
Trial 1 Judge Sue Turner (NSW) Advanced
1st
Jessie Hall & Jenna Roberts’ ELETTARS SWEET CHILD O MINE CCD RN (Hungarian Vizsla)
97/100
2nd Mrs A Walkington’s CH CHERGARI SILENT NIGHT CDX RM (Labrador Retriever) 96/100
3rd Laraine Frawley’s MORNINGMYST REFLECTIONS (AI) CD RE SWN (Golden Retriever) 95/100
Trial 1 Judge Sue Turner (NSW) Excellent
1st
Mr R & Ms A White’s KERODAN WICCA SPIRIT CDX RA TK.S ADO ADM JDO JDM SPD GDX SDX
(Border Collie) 97/100
2nd Mrs A Walkington’s CH CHERGARI SILENT NIGHT CDX RM (Labrador Retriever) 96/100
3rd Laraine Frawley’s MORNINGMYST REFLECTIONS (AI) CD RE SWN (Golden Retriever) 96/100
Trial 1 Judge Sue Turner (NSW) Masters
1st
Jake Blight ‘s TS.GRAND.CH O.GRAND.CH T.CH RO.CH KITYEES SONIC RAE ADM JDM ADO
JDO SDM SPDM GDM ET (Border Collie) 91/100
2nd Vikki Evans’ LOKABE RHYTHM II CDX RM RAE JD AD SD TK.S (Australian Kelpie) 91/100
3rd Mrs W Darnley‘s CH. REIBEY PAINT IT BLACK CDX RE TD (English Springer Spaniel) 87/100
Trial 2 Judge Judy Van Der Vegt (NSW) Masters
1st
Jake Blight’s TS.GRAND.CH O.GRAND.CH T.CH RO.CH KITYEES SONIC RAE ADM JDM ADO
JDO SDM SPDM GDM ET (Border Collie) 96/100
2nd Vikki Evans’s LOKABE RHYTHM II CDX RM RAE JD AD SD TK.S (Australian Kelpie) 95/100
3rd K A Hore’s CH HILLMAGIC GOLDEN CALYPSO AZ CCD RM (German Shepherd Dog Long
Stock Coat) 93/100
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Obedience trialling and rally … continued
Q
Q
Q
Q

Mrs W Darnley’s CH. REIBEY PAINT IT BLACK CDX. RE. TD. (English Springer Spaniel) 93/100
Kelli Edwards’ DAFFY CD RE JDM JDO ADM ADO SPDX SDX GDX TD TK.S (Associate) 90/100
Jane Vickers ‘ RHYLL VIENNA CD RN RE (Pointer) 88/100
Mrs L Watcham’s CH PEERIELEE FIST FULL OF DOLLARS CDX RE (Shetland Sheepdog) 85/100

Trial 2 Judge Judy Van Der Vegt (NSW) Excellent
1st
Mrs A Walkington’s CH CHERGARI SILENT NIGHT CDX RM (Labrador Retriever) 97/100
2nd Mr R & Ms A White’s KERODAN WICCA SPIRIT CDX RA TK.S ADO ADM JDO JDM SPD GDX SDX
(Border Collie) 97/100
3rd Catherine Perry’s BECKVIEW BRAMBLE THE BEAU RA CD (Shetland Sheepdog) 91/100
Q
Mrs W Darnley’s CH REIBEY WALKING ON SUNSHINE (AI) CCD RA (English Springer Spaniel)
88/100
Q
Kelli Edwards’ TIGGER RE TK.S CCD (Associate) 88/100
Trial 2 Judge Judy Van Der Vegt (NSW) Advanced
1st
Mrs A Walkington’s CH CHERGARI SILENT NIGHT CDX RM (Labrador Retriever) 97/100
2nd Laraine Frawley’s MORNINGMYST REFLECTIONS (AI) CD RE SWN (Golden Retriever) 97/100
3rd Kelli Edwards’s TIGGER RE TK.S CCD (Associate) 91/100
Trial 2 Judge Judy Van Der Vegt (NSW) Novice
1st
Jake Blight’s BLACKROBIN ULTRA (Border Collie) 99/100
2nd Mr R & Ms A White’s BORDERLIGHT TOTEM SPIRIT (Border Collie) 96/100
3rd J Campain’s CH NEUT CH WAIWILTA HEART OF SKYE JD SD (Papillon) 91/100
Q
Maureen Lewis’s REALTIN MISTER (Border Collie) 89/100
Q
Donna Puttock’s SUPREME CH. AOLANI'S MAISILVA SONIC BOOM (IMP USA) (Australian
Shepherd) 88/100
Q
Miss A McCann’s ETHERIAL WANDANA DON (AI) (Border Collie) 84/100
Q
Kirsten Henderson’s CH TAWNYOAK MAJOR FORKELLINGTON (Irish Terrier) 79/100

Results from the CDC Rally Trial — 5 March 2022
Trial 1 Judge Mr Charlie Giles (ACT)
Novice
1st
Mrs S Jeffries’ AEKAE MY T FLICK (Australian
Kelpie) 97/100
2nd Mrs A Walkington’s RIFTINTIME RANDOM
CHANCE (Labrador Retriever) 95/100
3rd Ms S Howie’s CALLICOMA SUZUKI BANDIT
(Australian Kelpie) 94/100
Q
Chris Atyeo’s ANTALYAS CINO (Belgian
Shepherd Dog Malinois) 86/100
Advanced
1st
Jake Blight’s BLACKROBIN ULTRA (AI) RN
CD (Border Collie) 99/100
2nd Vanessa March‘s CALMANDCOOL
PANDAMONIUM RN FDCH (Border Collie)
99/100
3rd Rita Thompson’s TAYLEA CARNIVAL WAY
RN (Border Collie) 94/100
Q
Cheryl Neal’s NORDENSTAMM LUCIFER (AI)
(Belgian Shepherd Dog Malinois) 92/100
Left: Geoff Woodman’s Golden Retriever
Archer focussed and ready for Rally class
(Photo: Anne Robertson)
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Obedience trialling and rally … continued
Q
Q
Q

Janet Speed’s BLAKE RN SWN
(Associate) 87/100
S L Swaney’s WENDI RN (Associate)
86/100
Janet Speed’s TY JDX ADX RE CCD
TK.S SWN SD GD (Associate) 82/100

Excellent
1st
Catherine Perry’s BECKVIEW
BRAMBLE THE BEAU RA CD
(Shetland Sheepdog) 97/100
2nd Rodney Allen’s KEELAMBARA FOR
YOUR EYES ONLY CD. RA
(Australian Shepherd) 96/100
3rd Janet Speed’s TY JDX ADX RE CCD
TK.S SWS SD GD (Associate) 85/100
Masters
1st
Laraine Frawley’s MORNINGMYST
REFLECTIONS (AI) CD RAE TK.S SWN
(Golden Retriever) 100/100
2nd Ms P Rowley’s KIRRAMURRAY UR ROWLEY SHADOW CCD RE (Border Collie) 94/100
3rd Vikki Evans’ LOKABE RHYTHM II CDX RM RAE JD AD SD TK.S (Australian Kelpie) 88/100
Q
J Hathaway’s TENARDA MYSTERY MAKER RE SWA TK.S (Chesapeake Bay Retriever) 87/100

Trial 2 Judge Elaine Temby (ACT)
Masters
1st
Judith Barlow’s CH RIVERREED SHEZ TAILERMAID CDX RM TK.S QND ORA ADM JDM ADO GDX
SDX SPDM JC (Brittany) 94/100
2nd Laraine Frawley’s MORNINGMYST REFLECTIONS (AI) CD RAE TK.S SWN (Golden Retriever)
93/100
3rd Vikki Evans’ LOKABE RHYTHM II CDX RM RAE JD AD SD TK.S (Australian Kelpie) 86/100
Excellent
1st
Mr R & Ms A White’s KERODAN WICCA SPIRIT CDX RA TK.S ADO ADM JDO JDM SPD GDX SDX
(Border Collie) 97/100
2nd Catherine Perry’s BECKVIEW BRAMBLE THE BEAU RA CD (Shetland Sheepdog) 93/100
3rd Kelli Edwards’ TIGGER RE TK.S CCD (Associate) 87/100

Results from the CDC Obedience Trial — 12 March 2022
Utility Dog Excellent, Judge: Mr John Green (ACT)
No qualifiers
Utility Dog, Judge: Ms Sue Howie (ACT)
1st
Jenny O’Connor’s RO CH GOLDTREVE SWEET CHILI JAM UD RAE TK.N SWN (Golden Retriever)
195/200
Companion Dog Excellent, Judge: Mr John Green (ACT)
1st
Ms K Hobson’s O CH LIFESONG OUT OF THE ABYSS UD TK.S SWN TD JD (Border Collie)198/200
2nd Laraine Frawley’s MORNINGMYST REFLECTIONS (AI) CD RAE TK.S SWN (Golden Retriever)
194/200
3rd Catherine Perry’s BECKVIEW BRAMBLE THE BEAU RA CD (Shetland Sheepdog)192/200
4th Vikki Evans’ LOKABE RHYTHM II CDX RM RAE JD AD SD TK.S (Australian Kelpie) 186/200
Companion Dog, Judge: Mr Charlie Giles (ACT)
1st
Janis Price’s TARYJA DREAMTIME (Associate) 194/200
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Obedience trialling and rally … continued
Community Companion Dog, Judge: Mr Charlie Giles (ACT)
1st
Mrs L Watcham’s HERDSMAN TEQUILA SUNRISE (AI), (Shetland Sheepdog) 96/100
2nd Ms S Howie’s CALLICOMA SUZUKI BANDIT (Australian Kelpie) 95/100

TGC ADVERTISING
Would you like to advertise in the Club’s magazine ? We distribute
about 350 printed copies of the magazine to members four times a
year and you can access all issues on our website - it’s a great way
to get your name out there. Advertising for the next issue is due by
15 May. Current advertising rates are:
Page Size

Width

Length

Single
(1 issue)

Yearly
(4 issues)

Full Page

170 mm

270 mm

$60.00

$225.00

1/2 Page

170 mm

130 mm

$35.00

$125.00

1/4 Page

80 mm

130 mm

$20.00

No Yearly rate

Email contact@actcdc.org.au if you would like to advertise.
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Microchip registration
Did you know that all dogs in the ACT and NSW must be microchipped? Microchipping is an
effective way for animal shelters and vets to identify lost dogs for quick return to their owners. But
this relies on your details being up-to-date in the registries that hold data about your dog’s
microchip.
The breeder of my new puppy had microchipped him while he was still in her care and one of the
first things I did after the puppy joined my household was to transfer his microchip details into my
name. While doing so I thought I’d check that my other dog’s microchip registration was up-todate and to my surprise I found that her details had never been transferred into my name—an
oversight on my part going back more than five years.

The following advice, provided by the RSPCA Australia, sets out what you need to do to change
the contact details linked to your dog’s microchip. Take a moment to check.
The easiest way to change your contact details is to search Pet Address using your pet’s
microchip number (http://petaddress.com.au/). Pet Address will redirect you to the database that
lists your pet’s microchip number so that you may contact them directly. Some registries provide
Change of Address forms on their websites.
If you cannot find your pet’s registry by searching on Pet Address contact your vet or microchip
implanter to find out which database your pet is listed in. If you are in NSW and cannot find your
pet’s registry on Pet Address try contacting the NSW Companion Animal Registry (https://
www.petregistry.nsw.gov.au/#/). If your dog came from South Australia and you cannot find your
pet’s registry on Pet Address try contacting the SA registry: Dogs and Cats Online (https://
www.dogsandcatsonline.com.au/).
Currently there are five private microchip registries as well as the South Australian and NSW
registries:
•
Australasian Animal Registry (https://www.rasnsw.com.au/animal-registry/)
•
Central Animal Records (https://car.com.au/)
•
Petsafe (https://www.petsafe.com.au/)
•
HomeSafeID (https://www.homesafeid.com/)
•
Global Micro (https://www.globalmicro.com.au/)
If you have a greyhound and you cannot find their microchip details on any of the above
registries or Pet Address, check the GRV Microchip Registry (https://greyhoundcare.grv.org.au/grv
-microchip-registry/).
All Greyhound Racing Victoria (GRV)-registered greyhounds are microchipped and registered on
the GRV Microchip Registry as puppies, and this includes both racing greyhounds in the care of
GRV registered participants, and retired greyhounds that have been re-homed into the
community. GRV does not subscribe to Pet Address at this time and so, if the microchip number
you are looking for belongs to a greyhound, and the number is not listed on any of the Pet
Address affiliated microchip registries check the GRV Microchip Registry.
Reproduced from https://kb.rspca.org.au/knowledge-base/who-do-i-contact-if-i-need-to-change
-my-contact-details-with-my-pets-microchip-registry-database/
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Dances With Dogs
& Trick Dog
By Juliet Ward — Convenor
The Trick Dog and Dances With Dogs (DWD)
Sub-committee hold classes for members who
have completed Consolidation (Behaviour
Training Level 2) and may be looking to try
something a bit different with their dogs.
Teaching our dogs tricks is fun and challenges
both dog and handler to think outside the box
which is great for mental stimulation. It also
allows dogs to exercise and stretch their limbs
even in a small space. Practicing tricks is also
good for building confidence in a young dog
and is marvellous for keeping older dogs
mentally and physically active. For many,
Dancing is a natural progression from Trick
Dogs - just string a few tricks together and add
music!
We meet every Tuesday evening during term.
We have four training terms each year that
follow the ACT school calendar. Expressions of
interest for the Trick Dog classes can be sent to:
contact@actcdc.org.au
Trick Dog and DWD classes are held in the
Pavilion at the Queanbeyan Showground with
instructor-led Trick Dog classes starting
at 6.00pm (Starters) and 7.00pm
(Novice) on Tuesday evenings.

be very popular. The Belconnen Dog
Obedience Club held a Trick Dog Test and
DWD Competition in January. The organisers
reported that the entries for the Trick Dog Test
closed, due to reaching capacity, within only
six minutes! Yes, six minutes!
Our Club will host its inaugural Trick Dog Test
and double DWD Competition on 2-3 April.
My thanks go to class members and instructors
who continue to contribute to the smooth
running of this Club activity:
•
Hilarie Kemp, Jill Bradfield and Juliet Ward
for instructing
•
Raelene Stewart for organising our next
events and helping with administration
•
The Sub-committee members for
continuing to promote DWD/Tricks and
providing support, advice and
encouragement.

Below: Natasha Sands’ Cocker Spaniel ‘Nebula’
celebrates her DWD Freestyle Starters title gained at
BDOC’s January Competition.

Starters classes are led by an instructor
who will guide you through several
tricks to learn and develop. The classes
are fun with plenty of support and
guidance being offered along the
way. With a large variety of tricks there
is something to suit many different skills
and abilities (of both the dog and the
handler).
During the 7.00pm class you will work
on refining the skills you have learnt.
This may involve practicing your solo
competition work, or practice for
performing with a team at various
events. Of course we encourage you
to be involved with Trick Dogs just for
fun also. You are welcome to enquire
about joining the DWD sessions
anytime after you have successfully
completed Trick Dog Starters.
Trick Dog competitions are proving to
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Trick Dog … continued

Scenes from the Belconnen Dog Obedience Club’s Trick Dog Test and Dances With Dogs
Competition in January
Clockwise from top left: Dana Simonsen’s Old English Sheepdog ‘Orion’ performs the Step Up (photo:
Joanne Hagan); Vanessa March’s Border Collie ‘Pippa’ performs the Jump Hoop (photo: Vitaliy
Yermachkov); Caroline Pappas’ Shetland Sheepdog performs the Go Round (photo: Moist Nose Pet
Photography); and Raelene Stewart’s French Bulldog ‘Teddy’ displays his dancing moves (photo: Moist Nose
Pet Photography)
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Agility Action
By Linda Spinaze — Convenor
Welcome back to agility training after our
Christmas break, and we hope that you and
your dogs are raring to go. A special welcome
to those of you who are new to Agility. We
hope that you find it rewarding and fun for
both you and your dog.
We have started the year with high hopes that
our training and trialling will be able to continue
as normal throughout the year, to make up for
the lost opportunities that have occurred over
the past two years. Let’s keep our fingers
crossed.
We have eight classes for Agility for Session 1,
with a total of 85 handler/dog teams registered
for the classes. The classes consist of the four
classes for the first four levels, two Novice
classes, a skills/handling class, and a combined
Excellent/Masters class. Many thanks to the
instructors who have offered to take classes for
this Session 1.

We recently ran our first trial of the year, on 19
February. We started the trial at 4.00pm in
order to avoid the possible heat, and we
finished at about 10.00pm. Many thanks to all
who assisted – the Sub-committee, stewards,
judges and competitors. It was a lovely warm
night, and those of us with mosquito repellent
really enjoyed the atmosphere. The dogs also
seemed to enjoy being back in the ring. Our
next trial was a Ribbon trial on 8 March. These
trials start at 6.30pm, and have fewer
competitors than the evening or day trials, so if
you are thinking of competing, then the Ribbon
trials are for you. Remember that you need to
register yourself and your dog with Dogs ACT
(or Dogs NSW if you live over the border) before

entering your first trial. Ask your instructor about
the process.
Our next big trial is at Easter conducted on
both the Saturday and Sunday. Thanks to
Dana Simonsen and her team for organising
these trials – it is not an easy task at the best of
times, but with COVID uncertainties, it is even
harder.

We have recently bought a new tyre, since the
old tyres were not sturdy enough to survive the
occasional dog crashing into them, and so
constantly needed repairs. The new one has
been well-received. But a reminder to all that it
has a strong magnet in it, so people with pacemakers should not get too close!
The Club’s upgraded floodlighting is fantastic,
and we are grateful to the Main Committee for
approving the funds to enable the upgrade. It
is nice to be confident that the lights will work,
especially after some previous trials were
compromised due to the failure of some of the
old lights.
Kylie White has sourced a second-hand set of
channel weavers to replace the very wobbly
set that have seen better days. This set has
arrived and will enable new dogs to train the
weavers using the channel method.
Congratulations to all handlers and dogs who
won awards at the end of 2021. Their names
and achievements are documented in this
issue of the magazine. Many Agility handlers
won not only the Agility awards, but were
involved in awards for other dog sports as well.
Wishing you all continued enjoyment in Agility.
Old English Sheepdog ‘Orion’ (left
and Cocker Spaniel ‘Mia’ (below)
enjoying a summer evening trial
(Photos: courtesy Marina Kim)
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Agility action … continued
Results from the CDC Gamblers Trial — 30 November 2021
Results achieved by Club members only
Novice Gamblers - Judge: Jake Blight (NSW) SCT: 59 seconds
1st
Neut.Ch. Anwyl Izybela AD JD SD 42 pts 57.14sec (Welsh Corgi Pembroke) Pamela Hunt (200)
1st
Uponatime Darcy AD JD SD 42pts 57.09sec (Cavalier King Charles Spaniel) Wendy
Stewart (300)
3rd
Mojitogold Love Me Do JDM ADX SD 40pts 58.57sec (Poodle Toy) Simone Pensko (300)
2nd Bidgeesrun Calls Me Foxy Lady TK.S FDCh 46pts 51.51sec (Border Collie) Vanessa March(400)
3rd
O CH Lifesong Out Of The Abyss UD TD JD 45pts 56.67sec (Border Collie) Karen Hobson (400)
4th
Flatout Sweet Revenge JDX AD SPD 45pts 57.36sec (Australian Shepherd) Denise Iglesia (400)
th
5
Ch Incavale Shes Got The Booty TK.S 43pts 56.67sec (Spanish Water Dog) Nicole Fallon (400)
1st
Lokabe Rhythm II CDX RM RAE AD JD SD 47pts 50.60sec (Australian Kelpie) Vikki Evans (500)
3rd
Effi AD JD 44pts 52.57sec (Associate) Sean Hodgman (500)
4th
Ch Dykinta Twist of Light RN 42pts 53.51sec (Australian Shepherd) Rachel McKeever (500)
Excellent Gamblers - Judge: Jake Blight (NSW) SCT: 61 seconds
1st
Neberden Perfectionist AFCh JDM JDO SD GD SPD CD RA ADX TK.S 55pts 56.67sec (Cocker
Spaniel) Nicole Fallon (300)

Results from the CDC Agility Jumping and Games Trial — 19 February 2022
Results achieved by Club members only
Masters Jumping 400 Judge Jill Kaldor SCT
44.00
1st
Iglesias, D Flatout Sweet Revenge 39.54
Masters Jumping 300 Judge Jill Kaldor SCT
45.00
2nd Fallon, N Neberden Perfectionist 43.68
Masters Jumping 600 Judge Jill Kaldor SCT
44.00
1st
Sedgmen, L Graebrook Dublin Rogue
40.19
Masters Jumping 500 Judge Jill Kaldor SCT
43.00
2nd Barlow, J Riverreed Shez Tailermaid 37.39
3rd March, V Pippa 42.46
Excellent Jumping 300 Judge Jill Kaldor SCT
42.00
1st
Davies, N Pendlview Adventuring Again
36.21
Excellent Jumping 400 Judge Jill Kaldor SCT
41.00
1st
Hobson, K Lifesong Out Of The Abyss
22.47
Excellent Jumping 500 Judge Jill Kaldor SCT
40.00
1st
Langshaw, L Jagger 26.46
3rd Evans, V Lokabe Rhythm II 32.06
4th Roberts, L Duszah Snowy Mountains Bean
32.28
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Novice Jumping 300 Judge Jill Kaldor SCT 40.00
1st
Mitra, U Locky 25.55
Novice Jumping 400 Judge Jill Kaldor SCT 39.00
1st
Sands, N Albionshore Nebula 25.62
Novice Jumping 500 Judge Jill Kaldor SCT 38.00
3rd Marshall, J Luack Master Spy 21.49
Novice Snooker 300 Judge Jill Kaldor SCT 57.00
2nd Swan, N Pawsintime My Boy Benson 39.04
3rd Mitra, U Locky 47.58
Novice Snooker 400 Judge Jill Kaldor SCT 56.00
2nd March, V Bidgeesrun Calls Me Foxy Lady
29.66
Novice Snooker 500 Judge Jill Kaldor SCT 55.00
3rd Adams, D Ernie 49.76
Excellent Snooker 200 Judge Jill Kaldor SCT
69.00
1st
Pensko, S Albiglen Nicoles Choice 66.11
Excellent Snooker 300 Judge Jill Kaldor SCT
67.00
1st
Fallon, N Neberden Perfectionist 51.70
2nd Pensko, S Mojitogold Love Me Do 58.05
Masters Snooker 600 Judge Jill Kaldor SCT 81.00
1st
Sedgmen, L Graebrook Dublin Rogue
55.77
Masters Snooker 500 Judge Jill Kaldor SCT 80.00
1st
Barlow, J Riverreed Shez Tailermaid 58.47
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Agility action … continued
2nd Sands, N Pepsi 75.12
Masters Snooker 300 Judge Jill Kaldor SCT 85.00
1st
Brown, K Alamoana To Sir With Love 57.67
Novice Agility 500 Judge Geoff Woodman SCT
72.00
4th Iglesias, D Flatout FireFox 38.00
6th Roberts, L Duszah Snowy Mountains Bean
39.87

Excellent Agility 200 Judge Geoff Woodman
SCT 78.00
1st
Hunt, P Anwyl Izybela 72.29
Excellent Agility 300 Judge Geoff Woodman
SCT 78.00
1st
Swan, N Pawsintime My Boy Benson 52.76
Masters Agility 600 Judge Geoff Woodman SCT
74.00
1st Sedgmen, L Graebrook Dublin Rogue 62.34

Results from the CDC Jumping Trial — 8 March 2022
Results achieved by Club members only
Open Jumping Judge Helen Mosslar SCT 50.00
1st
Langshaw, L Jagger 23.73 (500)
2nd Windsor, S Hastings 23.92 (500)
3rd Sedgmen, L Graebrook Dublin Rogue
26.75 (600)
4th March, V Pippa 28.31 (500)
5th Fallon, N Neberden Perfectionist 29.54
(300)
Masters Jumping Judge Helen Mosslar 400 SCT
47.00
1st
Iglesias, D Flatout Sweet Revenge 28.56
Masters Jumping 600 Judge Helen Mosslar SCT
47.00
1st
Sedgmen, L Graebrook Dublin Rogue
28.81
Masters Jumping 300 Judge Helen Mosslar SCT
47.00
1st
Fallon, N Neberden Perfectionist 37.55

Excellent Jumping 500 Judge Helen Mosslar
SCT 47.00
2nd Langshaw, L Jagger 20.17
3rd Hodgman, S Effi 23.97
Excellent Jumping 300 Judge Helen Mosslar
SCT 47.00
1st
Stewart, W Uponatime Darcy 26.15
2nd Davies, N Pendlview Adventuring Again
30.31
Excellent Jumping 200 Judge Helen Mosslar
SCT 47.00
1st
Hunt, P Anwyl Izybela 33.65
Novice Jumping 300 Judge Helen Mosslar SCT
49.00
1st
Mitra, U Locky 24.68

Did you know that handlers in Rally ‘walk the course’ just like their colleagues
in Agility? It’s all part of ensuring handlers know where the course goes and
how they can set their dogs up to succeed with the challenges set by the
judge. Here Rally instructor Trish Woodman tutors new handlers in the
entry-level Skills class
(Photo: Anne Robertson)
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Do you have a photo you’d like to
share with other members through
The Good Companion?

Above: During the summer break, several Drill Team members met up each week for a walk. Here are some
of the Drill Team dogs striking their pose at Weston Park.
From left - Sheba (Miniature Schnauzer), Benson (Miniature Schnauzer), Murphy (Shetland Sheepdog), Bailey
(Poodle X), Coco (Poodle X) and Jasper (Shetland Sheepdog)
Photo: Courtesy Terri Keough

Assistance dogs exposed to multiple stressors
Dogs are widely used in Animal-Assisted Interventions (AAI). Different types of AAI include: AnimalAssisted Activities (AAA) such as motivational visits; Animal-Assisted Therapy (AAT) as part of
structured physical or mental health treatment; Animal-Assisted Education (AAE) as part of
structured educational interventions; and Animal-Assisted Crisis Response (AACR) to intervene in
disasters. Dogs in all types of AAI are not merely tools but sentient beings with needs and interests.
Hence, there is an increasing focus on the welfare of dogs in AAI settings, including their comfort,
autonomy and enjoyment.
This review aimed to highlight how animal welfare principles can be applied to AAI. Dogs used in
AAI may be exposed to a range of potentially stressful scenarios including crowds, classrooms,
hospitals and disaster zones. They are confronted with unfamiliar people and sensory stimuli.
Trigger-stacking may occur where a dog is exposed to multiple stressors without adequate
recovery time. Dog factors that may influence their stress response include fatigue, age, health
and workload. Behavioural indicators of stress in dogs include avoidance, gaze duration, freezing,
aggression and assenting/dissenting body language. These indicators may be missed in AAI for
various reasons including handlers’ lack of knowledge and experience, as well as internal and
external pressures on the handler. Recommendations are made to minimise stress to dogs in AAI
and apply the Lincoln Education Assistance with Dogs (LEAD) Assessment Tool to conduct risk
assessments [see https://lead.blogs.lincoln.ac.uk/ for access to the LEAD Tool].
Townsend L, Gee NR (2021) ‘Recognizing and mitigating canine stress during animal assisted
interventions’ in Veterinary Sciences 8(11), 254.
Abstract reproduced from RSPCA Animal Welfare Science Update (Issue 75, January 2022)
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Term Four (2021) Results
Note: Please notify the Office if you have been promoted and your name does not appear below so
that we can acknowledge your success in the next issue.
Results are based on available documentation.

FOUNDATION TO CONSOLIDATION
Adrian Lowe / Rebecca Lowe & Marta
Kulczycka-Lowe & Bella
Alice Cook / James Blewett & Echo
Alison Howe / Max Heinrich & Winter
Amanda Wareham / Robert Tait & Ziggy
Andrea Thom & Lilou
Barry Feldtmann / Hayley Feldtmann & Luna
Barry Gray / Catherine Gray & Angus
Brianna Watts / Nate Riley & Deckard
Cate Saunders / Mark Saunders & Charli
Catherine Fry & Finnan
Chris Klootwijk & Maukie (Henry)
Christina Erwin & Dexter
Christine Lloyd / Jack Lloyd & Swaggy
Claire Weekes & Ari
Courtney Lees & Artemis
Darryl Prague / Tracey Prague & Ollie
David Rose & Dusty
David Williams / Leanne Salmond & Chloe
Donna Fraser / Geoff Perrin & Odie
Emilie Morscheck / Moontasir Rahman & Darcy
Emily Jacka / Jacob Torres & Lio
Heather McGinness & Bonnie
Heather McPherson & Maya
Isabella Hills / Dominic Chamberlain & Yeti
Jayna Farnham & Milo
Jena Mendoza / Rogith Mendoza & Brandy
Johannah Wilson / Ava Starling & Euca
Julie Cutts & Finlay
Julie Smith & Nala
Kara Mullarvey / Joseph Corby & Miss Barkley
Kate Freeman / Brad Freeman & Harvey
Kate Millhouse & Moss
Kathryn Taylor & Valiant
Katya Murphy / Sebastian Zepeda & Ruby
Kirsten Volz & Buddy
Lauryn Angel & Jett
Leisa Bradley & Nala
Liz Batten & Ransom
Liz Chester / Michaela Uren & Lola
Liz Kilby & Danny
Lucy Pumpa & Winston
Maeghan Cobbin & Scout
Matthew Whyte / Steph Whyte & Huey
Maz Petterson & Mollie
Maz Petterson & Ned Kelly
Megan Hinchley/Peter Hinchley & Sam
Melusha Robson / Ryan Humphries & Radar
Michelle Mason / James Mason & Poppy
Mitchell Sandilands / Jenny Sandilands & Nessie
Nayana Rathmalgoda / Nelum Rathmalgoda &
Wolf
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Nicole Dickson / Matt Dickson & Arlo
Nina de Caritat / Patrice de Caritat & Rocket
Outi Brennan & Snufkin
Patricia Lentfer / Charlotte Lentfer & Tilly
Pele Cannon & Phlox
Ruth Barney / Elizabeth Jamieson & Ollie
Ruth Payne-Chapuis / Alex Chapuis & Milou
Sam Losanno / Nunz Losanno & Mylo
Sara Fitzgerald / Simon Speldewinde & Ruby
Sudheer Emmadi / Radha Emmadi & Sophie
Suhani Arora & Ollie
Susan Liebke & Bella
Tiina Roppola / Frank Castanedo & Zoe
Toy Songprasart / Peter Murphy & Coco
Tracey Heidemanns / Robert Heidemanns &
Royce
Tracey Heidemanns / Robert Heidemanns &
Zuko
Velissa Aplin & Hachiko
Zoe Leonard / Cadence Leonard-Hiew & Rai

CONSOLIDATION TO GRADUATION
Alan Barber / Irene Barber & Lexi
Andrea Thom & Maali
Angel Bleich & Ollie
Angela Anthony / Shaun Anthony & Pippin
Anna Foxcroft & Rupert
Annette Neuendorf / Steve Cavanagh & Coco
Annette Neuendorf / Steve Cavanagh & Sadie
Bernardo Camejo / Brodie Gibson & Remy
Brianna Keyes / Sam Hayward & Moseley
Chrissie Jenkins & Murphy
David Versace / Bella Versace & Burger
Deborah Verco / Sofia and Sasha Green &
Rocket
Donna Fraser / Geoff Perrin & Halley
Emily Elliott & Alan
Emma Cooney & Winnie
Freda Grinham & George
Jacinta Frater & Nugget
Jen Geyer & Alfie
Jessica Lawson / Ned Lawson & Maverick
Kate Stanley & Willow
Katharine Bassett / Jordan Glover & Huxley
Katherine Reber / Jacqueline Reber & Dakota
Kerrie Aust / Dirk Brammell & Maddie
Kiandra Alston & Olive
Kim Garrett & Benedict
Kynan Gowland / Chloe Gowland & Bonnie
Laura Blunt / Nick Buckle & Gosling
Luanne Stapleton & Alfie
MaryEllen Miller & Pippa
Michelle Welch / Matthew Shadwell & Fin
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Term 4 results … continued
Penelope Ovington & Paddles
Penny Travers & Zuma
Rosalyn Bell & Enzo
Shannon Ord & Kuya
Tania Ralston & Emmie

Rosanna Cox & Calypso
Sarah Galea & Happy
Sharon Haines & Venice

GRADUATION TO COMPANION

Alexandra Knight & Pippa
Chris De Luis / Kalpana De Luis & Lani
Divya Cristaudo / Nunzio Cristaudo & Bodhi
Jacqui Millard / Claire Severs & Tilly
Jane Lawrence & Molly Rose
Jen Eddy & Zoe
Julia Dunstan & Spuddy
Kalpana De Luis & Louis
Rachel Slayter & Taku
Rhiannon Paddick & Angel
Scarlet Paull & Pepe
Shinta Benilda / Damon Searle & Rama
Steve Cavanagh & Teddy
Toni Greaves & Harry
Tristan Lowe & Toby

Alex Rousak & Teddy
Annette Neuendorf / Steve Cavanagh &
Phoebe
Barry Feldtmann / Hayley Feldtmann & Millie
Cara-Lee Rake & Henry
Catherine Rowe & Georgie
David Robertson & Indy
Graham Dudley & Magpie
Jacqueline Paul & Delphy
Lucy Mineham & Winston
Margaret Harrison-Smith & Poppy
Melinda Kingston & Luna
Norma Davie & Zane
Pam Lafferty & Matilda

COMPANION I TO COMPANION II

Above: Handlers and dogs in Wednesday’s Companion Plus class practice attentive loose-leash walking and
polite behaviour in close proximity under instructor Jane Richardson’s guidance. These are important life skills
for living in suburbia and classes provide an opportunity for handlers to get tips and hints on how to help their
dogs gain confidence and consistency in these situations.
(Photo: Anne Robertson)
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Training Tips — 2
Free alternatives to feeding your dog from a bowl
By Spirit Dog Training ©

Spirit Dog Training is based in Albuquerque, New Mexico. The business features some fabulous
infographics on its Facebook page—https://www.facebook.com/SpiritDogTrain/
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Committee Notes
The Club’s Main Committee meets on the last Tuesday of every month (except December).
Copies of committee minutes are available on request from the Club’s Secretary.
Some of the matters discussed at recent meetings are noted below. ©

30 November 2021
•

•

We noted a 32% decrease in the income
and a 32% decrease in expenditure
compared with the same period last
year. The Club recorded a profit before
depreciation of $11,233 compared with
a profit of $15,833 for 2020. The
difference in income is due to the time of
bookings for Term 3 which was
completed in the preceding financial
year. There was a disruption to Club's
activities due to the ACT lockdown
which commenced on 12 August and
finished on 15 October. Term 3 training
classes were halted with the lockdown
and they resumed from 29 October. As a
result, there were no new Term 4
Foundation Behaviour Training bookings.
The Club made a submission for an ACT
Government COVID-19 Business Support
Grant and $40,000 in grant funding was
received in early October. The grant
funding offset the loss in the Club's
income due to the COVID-19 lockdown.
We noted that renewal notices had
been sent to Instructors, Committee and
Sub-Committee members, Life Members,
Honorary Instructors and Honorary
Members in accordance with annual

•

•

•

financial
processes.
We received
confirmation
of a
successful
grant
application
for $11,000
from the 2021 Powering Communities
Grant through the Department of
Industry, Science, Energy and Resources.
We received advice that a past Club
member, Isobelle Galbraith, had left a
bequest to the Club in her will. Ms
Galbraith was a member of the Club for
several years from 1999 to the mid-2000s
with her Silky Terrier ‘Jessie’ and she
participated in the Club’s obedience
training classes. She also regularly
participated in the Club’s working bees.
Ms Galbraith was a resident of the
Kankinya Aged Care Facility at Lyneham
at the time of her death in February
2021. We are overwhelmed by her
generosity.
We noted out-of-session approval of a
revised Facilities Hire Agreement that
provides a framework and fee structure

Below: Isobelle Galbraith (right) and Club Librarian Karen Haines (left) helping at a Club working bee in
May 2004. We honour Ms Galbraith’s generosity towards the Club.
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Committee Notes … continued

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

for making the Club’s amenities available
to third parties for dog-related activities.
We noted that the exterior repairs and
repainting of the workshop/equipment
shed and the gazebo had been
completed by Cured Painting.
We noted the completion of the annual
Test and Tag program for the Club’s
electrical equipment and the upgrading
of first aids kits as part of the Club’s work,
health and safety obligations.
We noted ongoing (and never-ending)
efforts to fill holes dug by rabbits on the
grounds to minimise the safety risk to
members.
We noted that two Club members –
Judith Barlow (with Brittany ‘Tae’) and
Anne Walkington (with Labrador Retriever
‘Jinx’) – received Dunbar Awards for
achievement in obedience trialling and
conformation showing at the 2021 Dogs
ACT Annual General Meeting.
We supported a request from Dogs ACT
to assist its 2021 Scent Work Judges’
Training Scheme.
We noted rain had a significant impact
on Behaviour Training classes in Term 4 in
2021, particularly on Thursday evenings.
We noted that Dogs-as-Therapy had
conducted two visits to aged care
residences in November and one
handler/dog team had joined the DAT
program.
We bid farewell to Junior Shop Assistant

•
•
•

•

•

Jessica Charman following her 18th
birthday and noted that Amelia Wettern
will staff the Club shop on Thursday
evenings and Sunday mornings in 2022.
We noted updated COVID-19 protocols
put in place for the resumption of training
classes post-lockdown.
We noted minor maintenance to
Clubhouse locks and doors
We agreed to make the Club’s amenities
available for the revival of the ACT State
Agility Titles in September 2022.
We noted progress on addressing the
mould issue in the Obedience Trialling
Shipping Container (specifically cleaning
and means to improve ventilation).
We reviewed the task list for the coordination of the Club’s Annual Awards
and Christmas Party.

18 January 2022
•

We noted the success of the Club 202021 Annual Awards and Christmas Party on
12 December and thanked those who
helped with arrangements on the day:
Anne Robertson, Vanessa March, Neale
Prescott, Juliet Ward, Penny PardoeMatthews; the Drill Team for entertaining
the masses; Geoff Harding for organising
Santa’s visit; Vitaliy Yermachkov and
Jane Richardson for taking photos; and
to the various Sub-Committees for
helping set-up and clear away.
Approximately 100 members attended

Santa with Corgi ‘Happy’
(Photo: Vitaliy Yermachkov)
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Committee Notes … continued

Cover of the Club’s 2022 fund-raising
calendar. Keepsake copies are available
from the Club shop—a bargain at $10.00!

•

•

•

•

•

•

the event.
We celebrated the publication of the
Club’s 2022 fundraising calendar for
members which featured a retrospective
look at the Club’s 64-year history.
We agreed to the purchase of a new box
trailer for the Club, to replace the one
stolen from the Club grounds on New
Year’s Eve.
We noted with pleasure the completion
of the extensive works by Accurate
Electrical to upgrade the Club’s
floodlighting infrastructure (see page 32
and 56 for further information).
We noted there was a 28% decrease in
the income and a 20% decrease in
expenditure compared with the same
period last year. The Club recorded a loss
before depreciation of $6,463 compared
with a profit of $1,157 last year. Reasons
for the difference remain the same as the
November report. Membership income
from new members will resume when new
bookings open for Foundation classes in
mid-January 2022.
We received confirmation of a successful
grant application for $5,000 from the 2021
Volunteer Grant Program through the
federal Department of Social Services.
We noted the placement of an order for
subsided Club clothing for instructors,
Dogs-as-Therapy members and staff.
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•
•

•

•
•

•

•

We welcomed Veronica Doerr back to
the Club’s instructor panel after an
absence of several years.
We noted that a successful Agility Trial
was held on 7 December and that the
new tyre from Trippe Agility had arrived,
as well as new tunnel bags. We also
noted that the 2022 ACT State Agility Titles
would be held over three days and
would require three rings to run
simultaneously. We thanked Kylie White
for her initiative in revitalising the ACT
State Agility Trials.
We noted preparations by the Club’s XFactor Flyball Team for the Royal
Canberra Show racemeet in February
and the Flyball Nationals being held in
Canberra in March.
We approved a request from the ACT
Gundog Society to use the Club grounds
on 27 January to run a Scent Work Trial.
We noted that Club members had
participated in a successful Scent Work
Trial held by the Lake George and
Wamboin District Kennel Club at
Bungendore Showground.
We noted a successful working bee (see
page 57) and acknowledged with thanks
the donation of sand and gravel mix from
Corkhill Bros.
We noted that storage in the Clubhouse
storeroom and laundry had been
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Committee notes … continued

•

rationalised to reduce work, health and
safety issues.
We approved a quote for the installation
of a ball-bearing ventilator and wall vents
to the Obedience Trialling Shipping
Container to address mould issues.

22 February 2022
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

We noted a 13% decrease in income
and a 17% decrease in expenditure
compared with the same period last
year. The Club recorded a profit before
depreciation of $23,650 compared with a
profit of $22,323 last year. Membership
income from new members enrolling in
Foundation classes was received in
January 2022 for Term 1, bolstering the
Club’s financial position compared to
previous months. There were also some
membership renewals from existing
members and new memberships for
other dog sports including Agility, Flyball
and Rally.
We approve the renewal of the Club’s
workers compensation insurance.
We noted that the Federal Member for
Bean, Mr David Smith MP, had expressed
interest in visiting the Club to inspect the
lighting works undertaken under the
Federal Government’s 2021 Powering
Communities grant (see page 32).
We noted information about lease
arrangements for properties
neighbouring the Club with a view to
initiating contact with the ACT
Government about extending our lease.
We approved the use of a Casual Visitor
Application form for prescribed purposes.
We approved guidelines that provide
parameters for considering applications
to hire the Club’s facilities or to access
the facilities on a casual basis.
We agreed that it would be beneficial for
all the Club’s training activities to be
managed through the new membership
management system following its
‘bedding down’ over the past 12 months.
Sub-committee convenors will be
provided with further information to
facilitate this transition.
We noted options for fixing the large
potholes on the front verge to
Narrabundah Lane which pose a safety
risk to Club members. This is public land
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•
•

•
•

•

•
•

•

•

•
•
•

and there are constraints on what the
Club can do without ACT Government
approval (we have since approached
the ACT government).
We agreed to minor changes to the
Club’s Emergency Procedures.
We provided out-of-session approval of
the revision of the Club’s COVID-19
Safety Plan (Stage 7) prior to the
resumption of training on 31 January.
We approved repairs to workshop
downpipes and associated plumbing to
improve drainage.
We agreed to pursue quotes to
undertaken urgent repairs to the joinery,
glazing and cladding of the gable ends
of the Clubhouse which are no longer
weatherproof.
We agreed to pursue quotes for the
replacement of the Club’s perimeter and
internal fencing – noting the need for
screening options for the fence adjacent
to the neighbouring outdoor gym and
measures to reduce the incursion of
rabbits and kangaroos.
We provided out-of-session approval to
dispose of two old gas patio heaters.
We agree to retain external professional
support for the maintenance of the
website including technical updates to
plug-ins and other software, site backups
and more complex aspects of content
management. Routine updates will be
undertaken in-house by the Club.
We welcomed Alison McCann back to
the Club’s instructor panel (for
Obedience Trialling and Rally) after an
absence of several years.
We noted preparations for the Club’s XFactor Flyball team’s participation in the
Flyball National Titles including the
purchase of new team shirts with
sponsorship support from Janine Fabre
Photography.
We agreed to develop a Club-wide
policy on sponsorship and related topics
such as advertising.
We noted changes to class times for Trick
Dog training classes.
We noted that almost 300 Club members
had been assigned to Behaviour Training
classes in Term 1, including more than 80
in Foundation (Level 1) classes.
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Scenes around the grounds ~1

We’ve been very busy on the grounds over the
past few months: upgrading the ground’s
floodlighting; replacing rotted lighting poles;
scrubbing and painting the gazebo, workshop
and clubhouse; updating the Club’s signage;
and decluttering our storage facilities. Thanks to
Accurate Electrical, Cured Painting, Icarus
Industrial Design and Any Signs for their
professional help.
(Photos: Anne Robertson)
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Scenes around the grounds ~ 2

Even more work: stabilising entry ways to pedestrian
and vehicle gates; installing diamond grid around
taps to prevent dogs digging and creating mud
puddles; removing green waste (a never-ending
task); improving ventilation to the old shipping
container; and fitting out the new shipping
container. Thanks to Committee members Penny,
Wendy, Heather, Anne, Linda, Neale, Katrina,
Maxine and extra helpers Michael, Christina and
Judith.
(Photos: Heather McPherson, Anne Robertson)
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Why “sit” happens … continued

ActSmart Recycling
By Heather McPherson

The Club is accredited under the ACT
Government’s ActSmart business recycling
program in recognition of its waste
management initiatives.
Please ‘do the right thing’ and always use the
most appropriate bin to dispose of rubbish on
the Club grounds. Unsure? Read the posters on
the bins and around the grounds to make the
right choice.
Did you know that most drink bottles and cans
now attract a 10 cent refund under the ACT
Government’s Container Deposit Scheme? The
Club is collecting refundable containers as a
fund-raising initiative so please put any
refundable containers you use on the grounds
in the designated bin (that’s the one with the
round hole in the top) located by the Workshop
and inside the Clubhouse. Check the
information on page 59 to make sure you
know what containers are eligible—it makes
our job so much easier!
You can also drop your refundable containers
at any of the ACT Government’s Return-It
locations (see https://www.returnit.com.au/
locations/) and donate your refund to the Club
so that we can use the donated funds for
special fundraising projects (we need LOTS of
containers to meet our goals!).

Above: Place refundable drink containers in the bin
on the left and other ‘mixed recyclables’ in the bin
on the right (ie used coffee cups, rigid plastics,
paper, cardboard and glass)

them to Battery World in Phillip.
And we collect and recycle all the used
aluminium coffee pods used in the Club shop
and kitchen.
Did you know
we use
compostable
poo bags at the
Club, too?

Our Return-It account number is 0262957764
Keep the number in your wallet at all times!
And remember, in the ACT disposable coffee
cups can be placed in the mixed recycling
bin — at the Club and at home.
We also recycle all the batteries used for timing
equipment at the Club’s Agility trials and Flyball
race meets. After they are exhausted we send
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Do you take
extra poo bags
from the
dispensers
around the Club
grounds so that
you have a
ready supply at
home?
If you like the
bags and want to use them elsewhere please
purchase bulk suppliers from the PAWS Shop.
Packs of 50 cost $6.00. This helps the Club
cover its costs.
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ActSmart recycling … continued
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Club Activities
BASIC BEHAVIOUR TRAINING
The Club offers four levels of Behaviour Training
classes for all breeds and ages of dogs to learn
how to behave appropriately at home and in
the community. These classes will help you
understand how your dog learns and will teach
you how to train your dog to be a good
companion. The focus is on teaching practical
life skills such as learning to relax, walking on
lead without pulling; to come when called; to
sit and lie down on cue; to wait politely at
doors and gates; to calmly meet people; and
to socialize appropriately with dogs and
people. Classes are aligned with school terms
and bookings open about five weeks before
the start of each term. Dates for the next
course can be found in the Calendar on the
website.

DOGS-AS-THERAPY
Members and their dogs visit nursing homes
and schools to provide pet therapy for residents
and students. If you have a dog that is people
and dog friendly and isn’t fazed by noise and
movement this activity might be for you.

COMPETITIVE DOG SPORTS AT THE CLUB
Obedience Trialling – Obedience Trials
(competitions) aim to demonstrate a high
degree of handler-dog team work and
precision over a range of exercises at different
levels of skill. Exercises include heelwork,
retrieving, scent work, taking directions a
distance and stays. In most cases, dogs must
have passed the Consolidation level of
Behaviour Training (Level 2) to be admitted to
the entry-level Skills class.

Rally – Rally is an obedience competition that
requires the handler and dog team to
negotiate a course in the heel position and to
perform various manoeuvres such as sits,
downs, stands, stays and various turns. Handlers
are able to praise their dog while it is working. In
most cases, dogs must have completed the
Skills class (above) to participate in Rally
classes.

Agility – This is a dog sport where you teach
your dog to negotiate different obstacles such
as jumps, tunnels, see-saws, A-frames, dog
walks and weave poles. Once you have
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gained some basic skills, the challenge is to
learn how to ‘steer’ your dog from one
obstacle to another on a course, and the
courses change each time so that you and
your dog are constantly being challenged to
improve your skills. To start training dogs must
be at least 14 months old to ensure the dog’s
skeletal and musculature system is strong
enough; physically sound and not overweight;
and under control off-lead around other dogs
and activities. Dogs are subject to an intake
test to assess their suitability to start training.

Flyball – In this sport dogs clear four hurdles,
release a ball from a ‘box’, and return to their
handler over the hurdles. It is a fast and furious
team sport that ball-mad dogs really enjoy.
Dogs must be at least 12 months old to ensure
the dog’s skeletal and musculature system is
strong enough; physically sound and not
overweight; and under control off-lead around
other dogs and activities. In most cases, dogs
must have passed the Consolidation level of
Behaviour Training (Level 2) to start Flyball.

Dances with Dogs (DWD) – In this sport
handlers take obedience skills to a new level by
performing routines to music with their dogs. All
you need to get involved is a love of music, the
desire to have a great time with your dog and
a commitment to rewards-based training. DWD
is suitable for handlers of all ages and dogs of
all breeds, sizes and ages. In 2021 a new
sport—Trick Dog—commenced as the entry
level for the DWD program. In most cases, dogs
must have passed the Consolidation level of
Behaviour Training (Level 2) to start Trick classes.

Tracking – This most natural of dog sports
involves the dog following a scent trail left
behind when a person walks across grass and
other surfaces. Tracking is only conducted
during the cooler months due to the risk of
snakes. The Club provides an information
session in autumn and encourages ‘peersupport’ training to help members get started.
Please note: Conditions apply to joining the
Club for this sport due to its seasonal nature.

Class times for all activities are available on the
website.
For more information about the Club’s
activities, eligibility and how to enrol, refer to
the Club’s website
(see ‘What we offer > Activities’)
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News from the Paws Shop
By Katrina Morton — Shop Manager

OPENING TIMES
Wednesday 9.45am - 12.15pm
Thursday
6.15- 9.15pm
Sunday
9:15am - 12.15pm

Locally Handmade Tug Toys
A great training aid for dynamic
behaviours (think recalls, Agility and
Flyball) as well as providing a great
bonding game with your dog
S, L and with handles from $17.50

Food Puzzles For Enrichment
The Bob-a-lot has arrived!
$30.00

Licki Mat Oh Bowl
Self-soothing boredom
buster, dental health
aid … S, M and L
$15.00 - $22.00

Licki Mat Splash Bowl with suction cup
Help your dog enjoy bath time …
just like Labrador Retriever ‘Venice’
$20.00

Snuffle/Forage Mat –
suggestion
Border Collie ‘Brunig’ enjoys
foraging in his snuffle mat
while being groomed

Puppington Pods
A great training aid to build
motivation and drive for dog sports.
Food-stuffed Puppington Pods are
designed to be chased and opened
by your dog under supervision.
Small $14.00 Regular $16.00
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News from the Paws shop … continued

NEW

Snuffle/Forage Mats ($35.00 - $85.00)
Locally handmade—small, medium and large
Sprinkle small kibble among the fleecy tufts.
Great for supervised foraging and ‘seeking’
behaviour for puppies and older dogs

NEW
The Trainer’s Pouch ($30.00 - $35.00)
Australian-made, easy to clean silicone
Available in two sizes

Slow Feeder Plates & Licki Mats
($15.00 - $19.00)
Dishwasher and freezer safe
Spread soft foods (cooked vegetables,
tinned sardines, cottage cheese, mince)
and let your dog forage.

Food Puzzles For Enrichment
Kong Gyro from $18.50
Kong Wobbler from $30.00
Kong Quest Bone from $15.00
Classic Kongs from $10.00
and more!

Lamb, Cow, Pork and
Veggie Ears
Crunchy, chewy treats
from $1.20
Stock up for the school
holidays!

See the full list of
shop stock on page 62
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Class Times
Regularly check the website at https://actcdc.org.au/class-timetables/
BEHAVIOUR TRAINING

Wednesday

Thursday

Sunday

Assessment

Level 1 - Foundation (Puppy)

10:00 - 11.00am

6.30 - 7.30pm

9:30 -10.30am

Assessed in class

Level 1 - Foundation (Adult)

10:00 - 11.00am

6.30 - 7.30pm

9:30 -10.30am

Assessed in class

Level 2 - Consolidation

10:00 - 11.00am

7.45 - 8.45pm

11.00 - 12 noon

Assessed in class

Level 3 - Graduation

11.30am - 12.30pm

7.45 - 8.45pm

11.00 - 12 noon

Assessed in class

Level 4 - Companion

11.30am - 12.30pm

7.45 - 8.45pm

9:30 - 10.30am

Assessed in class

10:00 - 11.00am

6.30 - 7.30pm

9:30 - 10.30am

Assessed in class

-

-

11.00 - 12 noon

Assessed in class

Companion Plus
Drill /Demonstration Team

NOTE: Level 4 and Companion Plus class times may vary from term to term,
check at https://actcdc.org.au/class-timetables/
OBEDIENCE TRIALLING

Wednesday

Thursday

Sunday

Assessment

Skills Class (entry level)

10.00 -11.00am

6.45 - 7.45pm

-

Assessed in class

11:15am -12.15pm

8.00 - 9.00pm

-

N/A

Wednesday

Thursday

Sunday

Assessment

-

N/A

Obedience Trialling
RALLY
All levels (except entry level –
see Skills Class above)

10.00 -11.00am

6.45 - 7.45pm

AGILITY

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Sunday

Assessment

Level One

check at https://actcdc.org.au/class-timetables/

Assessed in class

Level Two

check at https://actcdc.org.au/class-timetables/

Assessed in class

Level Three

check at https://actcdc.org.au/class-timetables/

Assessed in class

Level Four

check at https://actcdc.org.au/class-timetables/

Assessed in class

Skills Handling

check at https://actcdc.org.au/class-timetables/

Assessed in class

Novice

check at https://actcdc.org.au/class-timetables/

Trial performance

check at https://actcdc.org.au/class-timetables/

Trial performance

Excellent/Masters

NOTE: Agility classes are held in the Trial Rings (1-5). Class times/days vary from term to term,
check at https://actcdc.org.au/class-timetables/
FLYBALL

Wednesday

Sunday

Beginners

-

12.30 - 1.30 pm

Assessed in class

Intermediate

-

1.30 - 2.30 pm

Assessed in class

Advanced

-

2.30 - 3.30 pm

Assessed in class

Squad training (on demand)

6.45 - 7.45pm

-

N/A

NOTE: Flyball classes are usually held in the Flyball and Narrabundah Paddocks
DANCES WITH DOGS & TRICK DOG
Trick Dog

Tuesday
6.00pm Starters

DWD

7.00pm Novice

Assessed in class

8.00pm

Assessed in class

NOTE: DWD/Trick Dog classes are held at the Main Pavilion at Queanbeyan Showground.
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Calendar of Events 2022
ALL EVENTS ARE SUBJECT TO COVID-19 MEASURES IN PLACE AT THE TIME
CHECK THE CLUB’S WEBSITE FOR MORE DETAILS INCLUDING EVENT LOCATIONS
APRIL
Mon 4

Agility Session 2 classes start

Wed 6

BDOC Agility Trial (evening, ribbon) *

Sat 9

BDOC Double Obedience Trial */ ACT School holidays start

Sat 16

Easter Saturday public holiday / CDC Agility Trial (agility, jumping, games)

Sun 17

Easter Sunday public holiday / CDC Agility Trial (agility, jumping, games)

Mon 25

ANZAC Day public holiday

Tue 26
Wed 27
Thu 28

CDC Term 2 Trick Dog & DWD classes start / ACT School Term 2 starts / CDC Main
Committee meeting
CDC Term 2 Behaviour Training, Obedience Trialling & Rally Trialling classes start /
Tracking Steward course theory (rules, wind, common errors, maps examples)
CDC Term 2 Behaviour Training, Obedience Trialling & Rally Trialling classes start

MAY
Sun 1

CDC Term 2 Behaviour Training & Flyball classes start / Tracking Steward practical day *

Tue 3

CDC Agility Trial (evening, ribbon, jumping)

Wed 4

Introduction to Tracking theory session (evening)

Sun 8

Mother's Day - classes held

Sat 14

ACT Gundog Society Agility Trial / Tracking (Beginners practical session mid-morning) *

Mon 16

National Volunteer Week starts

Sat 21

CDC Flyball MAYhem racemeet / BDOC Double Rally Trial *

Sun 29

Agility Session 2 classes end

Mon 30

Reconciliation Day public holiday

Tue 31

CDC Main Committee meeting

JUNE

* Not held on Club grounds

Sat 4

CDC Tracking set up for Trial *

Sun 5

CDC Tracking set up for Trial *

Mon 6

Agility Session 3 classes start

Sat 11

CDC Agility Trial (agility, jumping, games)

Sun 12

No classes held / CDC Agility Trial (agility, jumping, games)

Mon 13

Queen’s Birthday public holiday

Sat 18

CDC Double Rally Trial

Sun 19

CDC Tracking Trial *

Tue 21

CDC Term 2 Trick Dog & DWD classes end (week 9)

Wed 22

CDC Term 2 Behaviour Training, Obedience Trialling & Rally Trialling classes end (week 9)

Thurs 23

CDC Term 2 Behaviour Training, Obedience Trialling & Rally Trialling classes end (week 9)

Sat 25

BDOC Agility Trial (morning, ribbon, games) *

Sun 26

CDC Term 2 Behaviour Training & Flyball classes end (week 8)
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Off-lead exercise at our Club
Always read and follow the Club’s rules for using the off-lead areas
( available on the website at ‘Support > Resources’ )
Read the signs on the Club’s gates
You MUST follow the directions of Club officials when asked

Emergency Assembly Point

Emergency Exits
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 Do the right thing:
Read the ‘Using the Club
grounds’ brochure on the
website as well as the
gate signs.
 Play safe - use common
sense in the off-lead
areas.
 Keep your dog away from
gates when other dogs
are entering and leaving.
Always ask and gain
permission from
everyone before going
into an area that is
already occupied.
 Enter on lead and remove
the lead while your dog is
sitting.
 Keep moving to minimise
tension and scuffles
between dogs.
 Stay alert and keep an
eye on your dog.
 Do not allow your dog to
fence-run. It is not
appropriate behaviour.
 Always reward your dog
for coming to you.
 Avoid using balls and
other toys if you are
sharing the area with
other dogs.
 Leave immediately if your
dog becomes anxious, or
is annoying or aggressive
towards other dogs.
 Limit your time to 15
minutes if other members
are waiting to use the
same area.
 Always clean up after
your dog.
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